




30 W AF AMPLIFIER FOR CARS
Design by T.Giesberts

The power that can be obtained from a standard car radio
amplifier operating from a 12 V car battery is 5-6 W,wh ich (for

many listeners) is not really enough for satisfactory
hi-fi reproduction. It is, of course, possible to boost the 12 V
supply with a power inverter, but that is fairly expensive and
not always acceptable. Now, a Philips le enables audio power

of about 30 W to be obtained from a 12 V car battery.

Until not so lang ago, the Class B
output stages of a standard car

radio could not deliver more than 2x
5-6 Wrms into 4 Q loudspeakers. More
was not possible wtth a single supply
line of 12 V. Most modern car radios
use brtdge amplifiers to boast the out-
put to 12-16 W. Often. eaeh of the
four loudspeakers has its own dedi-
cated ampltfier. Many car manufac-
turers da not like the use of power in-
verlers to raise the on-board voltage
out of fear that these can cause (em-
barrassing or even dangerous) inter-
ference with the remainder of the
electronic systems in the car (of
which there can be many). There is
also the problem of heat generation in
the output stages, whrch may neces-
alta.te forced cocltng.

Class H
Eleetronies manufacturers have been
researehing ways and means of ob-
taining adequate output power with-
out the use of a power tnvert.er. and
Philips have eome up wlth the
TDA1560g.
Output ampltfters ean be arranged

in a number of different eonfigura-
tions. of which most audio enthusi-
asts onIy know Class A and Class B,
A different one that provides fairly
high output power with relatively low
dissipation is Class G. In this conftg-
uration. use is made of two supply
voltages: a fairly low one that is eon-
stantly available and a much htgher
one that beeomes available on1y when
the the voltage swtng of the output
stages ean not be sustained by the
low supply voltage.
Sinee in cars onIy one supply volt-

age is available, Philips erigtneers
have devised a pseudo Class G eonfig-
uration in which a number of elec-
trolytic capaeitors are eharged by tbe
battery voltage. During brtef voltage
peaks in the output signal. semieon-
duetor swttches eonnect these capaci-
tors in sertes wlth the 12 V line so
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that the supply voltage to the ampli-
fier is temporarily doubled. Stnce this
is a further development of the Class
G techntque. it is named Class H. The
(temporary) 24 V supply to the ampli-
Her enables (theoretieally) apower of
80 W to be delivered into 4 Q or 40 W
into 8 Q.
A simplified diagram of a Class H

EI

output amplifter is shown in Fig. 1. It
contatns two principal ctrcuits: the
first is a Class B amplifier, T]-T4•
which is loaded by R]. and the second
ratses the internal supply voltage ,
The second circuit uses two external
capacitors. Cl and C2. which serve as
supply buffers.
Stncc a musie signal conststs onIy

30Wr.m.s. into 8 Q
40Wint08Q
«0.01% (I kHz)
«0.05% (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
«0.06% (l kHz)
«0.2% (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
5 Hz to 100 kHz

Brief Technical Data

Class H operation
Low drsstpatton with musie stgnals
Extensive proteetion ctrcutts (output current: temperature; load tmpedancel
Supply voltage 12 V nominal
Quiescent current 100 mA
Output power
(I kHz smusotdal. THD = 0.5%)
(mustc slgnall

THD + notse (1W into 8 Q)

THD + noise (20W into 8 Q)

Power bandwidth (-3 dB)

01

"FT'RECHAAGE
CONTAOL

T2

02

"FT'
AECHAAGE
CONTROL +-E1 :

Rl
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Fig. 1. Diagram 01a basic Class Hamplilier.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram 01 the TDA 15600

for a small part of high level compo-
nents, the supply voltage needs to be
raised for a small par t of the time
only.
Because the supply voltage is

ratsed for short periods of time only.
the average dissipated power will be
only s!ightly higher than that of an

amplifier withcut a voltage-raising
circuit, in spite of the fact that the
peak output power ts appreciably
higher.
Capacitors CI and C2 are charged

through current sources T7 and TB to
a voltage which is nearly equal to the
supply voltage. EI. When either vclt-

age VI (or V2) rises and Tl (or T3) ap-
proaches the saturation voltage, the
lift contral ctrcutt detects tbis. Lift
transistors T5 and T6 then conduct,
so that the charged capacitors are
switchcd between the collector of Tl
(or T3) and supply voltage EI. Dtodes
D1 and D2 prevent the capacttors
being discharged via the battery.
Voltage VI (or V2) can increase to
nearly twice the supply voltage. The
lift/recharge control ctrcu tt ensures
that Ts and T7. and T6 and TB.can not
conduct simultaneously.

Inside the TDA1560Q
A block diagram of the TDAI560Q is
shown in Fig. 2. A differential input
stage in the input and feedback cir-
cuit is connected to ptn s 1 and 2.
Because of this stage, the IC is highly
insensitive to common-mode interfer-
ence. The input impedance is 300 kil.
so that for a good low-frequency re-
sponse even small inpu t capacitors
are sufficient.
The input and feedback circuit

contains crrcuttry that controls the
supply ctrcutts and the power stages.
The control circuitry monitors the

input signal and anticipates satura-
tion of the output transistors. As
soon as this happens, the supply volt-
age Is raised. Because the input sig-
nal is monttored, It ts possible to con-
tral the !ift voltage. To keep the dtsst-
pation at aminimum, the supply volt-
age 1Sraised only to a level where the
output will stay below the clipping
level.
A current limiter protects the out-
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put stages against being shor t-ctr-
cuited to ground or to the supply line.
In general. whenever the current
drawn exceed s a level of 5.5 A. the
output and the power stages are
switched off. The protection ctrcu tt
monttor s at short intervals whether
the short-circutt has been removed. 1f
so, the output stages are reactuated.
This arrangement ltmtts the dissipa-
tton in the power stages durtng short-
circuits to a mtntmum.
There is a dual temperature pro-

tection. The first switches off the volt-
age doublers when the temperature of
their cases rises above 120 "C. The
amplifier can then operate in Class B
only. The second proteenon uses sen-
sors Iocated elose to the output and
swttchtng transistors. If these sensors
measure a temperature higher than
165°C, the base current of the asso-
ctatcd transistor ts lowered.
There ts also a circuit that mont-

tors the load impedance. After the
amplifier has been swttched on, the
d.c. reststarice of the loudspeaker(s)
is determined by passing a current
through lhe speaker coil[s) and mea-
suring the consequent voltage drop
across tt.. Because of the peak cur-
rent that the power stages can han-
dle. the Class H secnon IS swttched
off when a 4 n loudspeaker ts de-
tected. The JC then operates as a
Class B amplifier. When the load im-
pedance drops below 0.5 n, it is con-
sidered a short ctrcurt and the entire
Ie is disabled. The impedance sensor
is very sensitive and may be actuated
by spurious pulses (for mstance,
when a car door gets closed during
switch-on: the loudspeakers then act
as microphones). The sensor may be
disabled by shortmg pin 3 to ground.
Finally, the JC contains an internal

reference voltage source for the Input
circuits. This reference is decoupled
by a capacitor at pin 4.

Circuit description
The circuit diagram of the 30 W AF
amplifier is shown in Fig. 3. The
input is connected to the differential
input stage [pins 1 and 2) via coup-
ling coupling capacitors Cl and C2.
Although the -ve input is linked to
earth via wire bridge A-B, the
arrangement gtves good common-
mode rejection in spite of the asey-
metrical input. A true symmetrical
input is obtained when wtre bridge
A-B is ormttcd from the board ,
Network R}-C3 forms a lew-pass ftlter
th a.t suppresses HF interference at
the input. The input impedance is de-
termined largely by the value of R2.
The circuit around darling ton Tl

provides a delay at swttch-on to sup-
press switching noise reaching the
output stages. Thts is essential since
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the impedance measuring sensor
(which normally provtdes the sup-
pression) has been disabled here
(ptn 3 to ground).
As soon as the supply voltage Is on, a

potential of 3 V is applied to pln 16 via
R3and DI to place the JCLn the mute mode.
Jnitially. stnce CIOis dtscharged, TI re-
mains off. However, the capacitor then
gets charged viaRt and within a fewsec-
onds the voltage across tt has risen to a
level at which Tl begins to conduct. Thts
results in a voltage of 12 Vbetng applied
to pin 16, whereupon the power stages
operate normally.
Various facilities are open to the user

via ptn 14. For instance, tt may be used
to detect whether one of the protection
ctrcutts ts working. Normally, this pin is
at the level ofthe supplyvoJtage. Jfits po-
tential is only halfthat value, one ofthe
protection circuits is actuated. When
the pin is linked toground viajurnper JPI,
theampUfieris muted. When thejumper
ls connected to + 12 V, all protection cir-
cuits are disabled. For normal opera-
tion, therefore. no jumper should be
placed atJPI.
CapacitorsCIsandCI6bufferthe 12 V

battery voltage. Capacitors Cj I-C 12and

30WAF AMPLlFIER FOR CARS 11
C13-C14are required by the ltft./control
circuit. Two parallel-connecled 4700 J.1F
electrolyttc capacttors are used in each
case, because these take up less space
on the board than a stngle 10.000 J.1F
component. Networks ~-C6 and RrC7
are interference su ppressors.
ABoucherot network. Rg-Cg and Rg-Cg.

is provided at each loudspeaker termi-
nal to matntatn a 'normal' load at high
frequencies (at which the loudpeaker
impedance rises appreciably owing to
its inductive behaviour).

Construction
The construction ts limited to populat-
ing the pnnted-ctrcutt board shown in
Fig. 4. The JC must protrude slightly
from the board so that it can he fitted flush
against the heat sink. An insulating
washer between JC and heat sink ts a
must: appJy he at conducting paste to
both the base ofthe JCand the heat sink.
The insulating washer may have to be cut
to stze from a mica T03 washer.
Mostconstructorswill use twoarnpliflers

in one enclosure for a compact stereo
setup. It is, however, also possible to use
four amplifiers in one case: one for each

17 16 13 10 9f'-- --- - --- - - ----;'1
14: Sl MSS C1- C1+ 0 :

r\ "------'-'.7-, -l VOIAG 1

LI R1 Cl 1 !7
~ 11 +INP OUTl 1

111 R2 C3 I IC1 I
1- l

3n92 i TDA 15600 I

{:1---.-"II-O--~O--""', -j-INP OUT2 111,
1- -".;-'-I1 VREF

I COEC OLS C2- C2+ .!~ 1

~----- - --- - - - --~
15 3 5 8 12 6

C13

r---~--~--~-{+12V

JPl 1

C11 ..C16 = 4700!l/16V

12V

~

C15 C16 C17

2"6 TTl20"
C6~

C11 220n

+ 12V

es

~20"
~"7 950024· 11

Oll22
35V

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the 30 W AF amplifier for cars.
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ofthe two front and rear speakers. Make
sure that none of the loudspeaker cables
or terminals can touch the chassis, be-
cause that does not do the bridge ampli-
fier any good in the long term in spite of
the protection circuits.

Parts list
Resistors:
RI = 390 Q
R2=150kQ
R3 = 8.2 kQ
R4 = 1 MQ
R5= 10kQ
Rt;-Rg = 2.2 Q

Capacitors:
CI, C2= l11F, pitch 5 mm
C3=3.9nF
C4 = 10 llF, 63 V, radial
C5 = 220 nF, 35 V, tantalum
C6-C9, CI7 = 220 nF
C10 = 22 llF, 40 V, radial
Cll-C16 = 4700 llF, 16 V, radial

Semiconductors:
01 = zener, 3.3 V, 500 mW
TI = BC516

Integrated circuits:
ICI =TDA1560Q

Miscellaneous:
Heat sink for ICI; Rth «2.5 KW-I
PCB Order No. 950024-1

[950024]
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Fig. 4. Printed circuit board tor the 30W AF amplitier tor cars.

Fig.5. The completed (prototype) 30WAF amplitier tor cars.
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WIDEBAND ACTIVE LOOP ANTENNA

Wideband antenna design is problematic because size and
performance are conflicting aspects. The wideband antenna
described in this article covers the long, medium and
shortwave bands up to about 50 MHz, and achieves excellent
efficiency while remaining reasonably sized.

Design by J. Barendrecht

MANY shortwave DXers lack the
space to erect a large, tuned, an-

tenna, and have to resart to much
sm aller alternatives. Not surprisingly,
these are nearly always active anten-
nas, which are expected to da 'the im-
possible' (weil, almost). Ideally, they
should have a low noise level, good
large signal handling, wideband char-
acteristics with a stable output level
across the entire frequency range, and,
last but not least, they should be us-
able in areas with a high noise level
(t.e.. In and around the city).
Unfortunately, you can not expect a11
that from an actrve antenna. Lownoise
and a wideband response. for in-
stance. are contending aspects, while
immunity agatnst man-made notse Is
very dtfftcult to achieve. However. if
the latter aspect is the most important
(and in many cases it will. unless you
live in the middle of nowhere), there 1S

no alternative than to use a rhombie or
loop antenna, which (ideally) responds
to the magnette eomponent only of the
energy picked up frorn the transmitter.
Because it ignores eleetrie eompo-
nents, this type of antenna keeps out a
lot of man-made interferenee.
However, choostng a loop antenna

does not solve all problems beeause
good wideband response is difficult to
achieve wtth this type of antenna. The
voltage indueed in the antenna drops
stgntflcantly below the resonanee fre-
queney. At higher frequeneies, too,
problems occur because the indueed
voltage is in series witb tbe loop's self-
inductance. This, in combination with
the amplifier's input capacitance, cre-
ates a low-pass filter with a roll-off fre-
quency whieh can be so low that it
becomes a troublesame factor.
Consequently. it is essential to ensure
proper matehing between the passive

part of the antenna (i.e., the loop) and
the active part (i.e.. the amplifter). In
a11cases, however, the best you will be
able to achieve is still a trade-off.

A MOSFET amplifier
Rccapptng the above, the active part of
the antenna should couple good large
signal behaviour wtth low noise, and in
addition present a very low input ea-
pacitance.
The ctrcutt diagram shown in Fig. 1

shows the amplifier sitting between
the loop (which will be reverted to) and
the phantom power supply. A dual-
gate MOSFET, T,. is used as a
transconductance arnplifier to match
the impedance of the loop to that of the
output coax cable. Transistor T2 ts the
actual amplifying device. Some of you
may wonder about the use of the
BF981 MOSFET, which would appear
to be destgned for VHF/UHF applica-
tions only. However, the spectftcattons
of this MOSFET indicate that tt also
has low noise at lower frequencies,
provided its very high input impedanee
is properly matched.
Input matehing is not a problem at

relatively low frequeneies. The loop an-
tenna used here has a dtameter of
about I m (3 feet), and its low tmped-
anee at low freq uenctes is easily
stepped up. Problems oeeur at htgher
frequencies. however, because then
the self-inductance of the loop (ap-
prox. 5 llH) is also stepped up, and
starts to cause trouble. The BF981 has
an input capaeitance of about 2 pF,
while the eapaeitance of a regular
input transfonner lies between 0.5 pF
and 1 pF. Some form of damping ts.
therefore, required to prevent un-
wanted resonanee peaks. Although
that can be achieved by the Simple ad-
dttton of a reststor. everything possible
has to be done not to attenuate the al-
ready weak stgnals picked up by the
antenna. Hence, some means of darnp-
mg the loop has to be devised which
does not unduly attenuate the RF stg-
nal.
The problem is not new, of course,

and had to be contended wtth In the
design of RF stages in early FM re-
cetvers using valves. Triodes offered a
lower noise figure than pentodes. but
only if neutraltztng ( or 'neutrodyne')
techniques were applied. If that could
not be done, there was the grounded
grtd amplifier 10 resort to. Not a good
alternative, though. beeause it had a
htgher noise figure, and offered lees
gain.
A eompromise was found in the
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Fig. 1. The heart of the active antenna is formed by dual-gate MOSFET T1, a BF981. The anten na proper consists of a loop with a diameter of
about 1 m.

tnter-grtd or Inter-base ampltfter. This
type of bridge circutt required no neu-
tralizing, and did not degrade the notse
figure with respect to the common-
cathode amplifier.
The amplifier used here revfves the

above technology. and may be called
an inter-gate type (the electrical be-
havtour of a MOSfET being very simi-
lar to that of a thermionic valve). This
ctrcutt is easy to recognize from the
fact that the source of the MOSfET is
connected to the input transformer
rather than to ground. while the tap on
the trans former is connected to
ground. The amplifier is therefore, best
classified between a grounded-gate
and a grounded-source circuit.
Here, the choice of an Inter-base cir-

cutt has nothing to do wtth avoiding
neutralization as in the valve era - the
prtme design targets are now (1)
matehing and (2) damptng. As already
mentioned, there are no problems at
relatively low frequencies. The output
impedance of T, (approx. 100 Q) is
then tnstgruflcant. and the gate-source
voltage ts about six times the voltage
induced in the loop. From about
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3.4 MHz. the source input starts to act
as a darnping resistance, which elimi-
nates resonance effects while extcnd-
ing the bandwidth of L,. Precisely what
we are after!
As a matter of course. the damptng

reduces the stgnal level supplied by
the loop. The loop output voltage betng
small already, the MOSfET has to pro-
vide considerable gain at htgher Ire-
quencies also. This has been achteved
by inserting an tnductor-reststor com-
bination. R5-~, between the dratn of
Tl and choke L:3. The RL combination
ensures a high dr-ain impedance at
htgher frequencres also. because L3
then has a fatrly high capacttive reac-
tance. Resistor Rt> keeps the gain of Tl
within reasonable ltmtts.
The amplified srgnal is coupled out

via emitter follower T2 and a bifilar
output transformer, L4' From there,
the slgnal is fed to the input of the re-
cerver. At the receiver side. a small
passive network is fitted. A poten-
tiometer, Pb is available to reduce the
input signal when necessary. This con-
trol will be particularly useful when
the active antenna ts used with a re-

cerver suffering from poor or average
large-stgnal handling.
Choke L5 and capacttor C4 allow the

Rf stgnal and the preamplifier's sup-
ply voltage to be carried via the same
coax cable. In most cases, it will be
possible to lake the supply voltage
from the recetver. If not, the simplest
of regulated power supplies is also
fine, the current consumption of the
preamplifier being modest at between
60 mA and 70 mA.

The loop antenna
The antenna proper consists of a loop
with a diameter of about 1 m. Ideally,
the loop should be made from metal
tubing with a diameter of about
20 nun. The choice of metal is not so
important. Plate material or even rec-
tangular tubtng of the same width may
be used also. Ordtnary copper wire 1S
not suitable because it is too thin.
Those of you who live outside

Europe may make the loop much
larger to increase the output voltage
and the signal-to-norse ratio. In
Europe, a diameter of about 1m is just
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Fig. 2. The printed circuit board consists of two sections, which should be separated before
they are populated. The section which has the potentiometer (P1) on it corresponds to the
sub-circuit in the dashed box in Fig. 1.

about the maximum because of the
very high signal levels which exist as a
result of the area being the target of a
very large number of short-wave
broadcast transmitters. Increasing the
loop diameter will, therefore, almost
certainly cause input blocking effects
in the receiver. A smaller loop is. of
course, possible, although that will re-
duce the performance.

Construction
The artwork of the printed circuit
board destgned for the active antenna
is shown in Fig. 2. Unfortunately, this
board is not available ready-rnade
through our Readers Services, so you
will have to make it yourself. Two im-
portant points have to be mentioned
with respect to this board. The first is
that the rtght-hand section has to be
cut off because it holds the sub-circuit
which is fitted inside or near the re-
ceiver. Secondly, the loop ends must
be connected directly to points 'C' and
'D' on the board. In practice, it is best
to secure the board between the loop
ends.
Populating the board is stratghtfor-

ward with the possible exceptions of

mounting Tl and making the induc-
tors. The MOSFET, TI, is fitted at the
copper side of the board. Its type
number should be legtble when look-
ing through the hole in the board from
the component side. The Iongest termi-
nal of the device is the drain (see also
the pinout inset in Ftg. 1).
The circuit has a total of five induc-

tors. Three of these, LI, Lz and L4, are
home-rnade, while L3 and L5 are off-
the-shelf chokes. Lz consists of 20-
turns of 0.4-mm dia. enamelled copper
wire, and has an internal diameter of
6 mm. No core is used, and the tnduc-
tor may be wound on, say, a PCB
spacer. LI and L4are both wound on a
- ferrite ring core type G2.3-FTI6. LI
consists of 24 turns with a tap at
4 turns; LIAhas 4 turns, and LIB, 20
turns. Use 0.4 mm dia. (28SWG)
enamelled copper wire. L4 is wound
with slightly thinner wire (0.3 mm dia,
30SWG), and has two bifilar windings
of 4 turns each. Bifilar means that you
wind two wires at a time, so that the
inductor halves run alongside each
other. In all horne-made inductors, the
wire is close-wound, l.e., it is not
spaced.
The prototype of the preamplifier

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R1,R2 = 100kO
R3 = 1200
R4= 1000
R5= 4700
R6 = 3k09
P1 = 2500
P2 = 250kO preset H

Capacitors:
C1,C3= 47nF Sibatit (Siemens)
Cz = 100nF Sibatit (Siemens)
C4= 10nF Sibatit (Siemens)

Inductors:
L1 = 24 turns 0.4 mm CuL (A = 4 turns,
B = 20 tums), on ferrite ring core G2.3-
FT16 *.
L2 = 20 turns 0.4 mm CuL, no core. di-
ameter 6 mm.
L3 = 100mH (Toko 10RB-181LY-104).
L4= 4+4 turns 0.3 mm CuL, bifilar on
ferrite ring core G2.3-FT16 *.
L5= 1 mH (Toko).

Semiconductors:
Tl = BF981
T2 = 2N5109 (SGS Thomson)

Miscellaneous:
Kl;Kz,K3 = BNC-socket.
PCB not available ready-made through
the Readers Services.

* C-I Electronics, P.O. Box 22089, NL-
6360·AB Nuth, The Netherlands. Fax:
(+31) 45 241877.

board is shown in Fig. 3. The photo-
graph glves a fair indication of the con-
struction of the home-rnade inductors.
Finally, a word about fitting the cir-

cuit into a case. The case should be a
plastic type. If the antenna is installed
out of doors, a waterttght case should
be used. Connectors KI, K2 and K3
should be good-quality BNC types.

Adjustment
You do not need expensive test equip-
ment to adjust the active antenna. A
multimeter, a short-wave receiver and
a good sense of hearing are all that is
needed.
To begin with, adjust preset P2 until

the voltage at the drain of Tl is 1 V
hlgher than half the supply voltage,
t.e., 7 V ifthe supply voltage is 12 V, or
8.5 V if the supply voltage is 15 V.
Next, check during the evening hours
that signals in the 4I-m, 3I-m and 25-
m broadcast bands are sufficiently
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MILFORD INSTRUMENTS
Zdhr Answerphons - 01977 683665, Fox 01977 681465

Mtlford House. 120 High Street. South Mtlford LEEDSLS25 5AQ

WIDEBAND ACTIVE LOOP ANTENNA

MICROCONTROLLERS

Half Eurocard controllers
ofter the following features:

* 8051 processor family* 8 channel 1O-bit A-D* 32k data memory (NVRam)
* 64k program memory (Eprom)* RS 232 or RS 485 interface
* I'C interface* Keyboard scanner
* Display driver* Real Time Clock - battery backed
* 110 expansion* E'ROM* BASIC interpreter

prices start at just f54.95

Tel.: (01346) 532236
Fax: (01346)532236
Mobile: (0850) 338817

B.H. Systems Ltd.
Lighthouse Buildings
Rattray Head, Peterhead
Aberdeenshire AB42 7HB
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Fig. 3. Although three inductors in the circuit are horne made, the circuit is simple to build,

streng. A considerable trnprovement
should be noted over the regular whip
antenna. If not, run a thorough check
on the complete circuit.
Ir the antenna appears to work so

far. the receiver is tuned between
21 MHz and 21.5 MHz (13-m band).
Listen carefully for spurious signals in
thts band like harmonics, 'btrdtes'.
'whtstles' or Intermodulattcn products.
If such stgnals are noted, the receiver
is probably overdrtven. If the spurious
stgnals da not disappear when the
Input level is reduced by operating po-
tentiometer PI, carefully adjust the
preset. P2• unttl a seturig is found at
which the level of the spurious stgnals
is at aminimum. Next. tune to a weak
signal in the 13-m band to check that
the new setting does not unduly de-
crease the signal-to-notse ratto. possi-
bly, a minor adjustment of PI brtngs
sorne improvement.
Finally, the above mentioned time

for the adjustment is only valid for the
winter rnonths, and in the spring up to
the end of April. In the summer
monthe. the adjustment is best done
around midrught.

(950007)



FOCUS ON: CD ROM STANDARDS
AND APPLICATIONS

Since the introduction of the audio compact disc (CD) in 1982,
this digital information carrier has been the nucleus of many
developments. Today, the CD is not only used for music, but
also for computer data and video. This article discusses the
various CD standards that have evolved over the years. These
are world standards which have been defined in the Red Book,
Yellow Book, Green Book, Orange Book and White Book.

By our editorial staff

THE Compact Disc was born in
Eiridhoven, The Netherlands, at the

Philips Research Laboratories. There,
the concept of optical registration of digi-
tal data was developed. In 1980, when
Philips N.V. and Sony agreed to promote
the CD as a carrier of digital audio, it
was difficult to fore see tbe overwhelming
effect the silver disc would have on the
music industry. In five years' time, some
30 million CD players were operational ,
and 450 million CDs sold. The gramo-
phone, Edison's invention, and the most
important sound medium for BO-add
years, was dead and buried at 'record'
speed.
Since then , there's Da stopping the

CD. The shining silver disc is used for an
increasing number of applications. The
Wbite Book, for instance, published in
1994 by Philips and JVC, gives details of
the video CD, a CD variant which looks
poised to open the attack on the pre-

recorded video tape. In the course of this
year, both tbe computer industry and
manufacturers of consumer electronics
will introduce various systems which
support digital video based on the video
CD. This puts the video CD in a position
to become accepted just as rapidly as the
CD-DA (audio CD).
Today there are so many CD stan-

dards that it is difficult to see the wood
for the trees. These standards are, there-
fore, briefly discussed below.

Red Book, CD-DA
The standard for digital audio, CD·DA,
may be found in the Red Book, which
contains a11technical specifications con-
cerning registration and error correction
pertaining to the CD. The Red Book has
become the basis for later CD standards
and developments, which were onee be-
yond the specs laid down in the Red Book

because of high technical demands on the
CD.
The information on a CD consists of a

spiral-shaped string ofholes pressed into
a transparent polycarbonate layer. Next,
a reflecting aluminium layer is applied
which is covered with a transparent pro-
tection layer. The space between two
holes is called an islaud. A laser bearn
scans the spiral from centre of the disc.
Because the recording device in the laser
drive unit is capable of detecting whether
the light is reflected by a hole 01' an is-
land, it is possible to recover the informa-
tion pressed on the CD. Variations in the
intensity ofthe reflected light are used to
focus the laser via a complex servo sys-
tem.
The spiral on the CD is divided into

three sections: the lead-in, the program
(data) and the lead-out. To make the best
possible use of the space on the CD, the
spiral is scanned at a constant speed.
The CD's rotation speed is therefore de-
pendent on the position of the laser. In
the program section, the rctation speed
can vary between 197 and 539 revolu-
tions per minute. Because a mechanical
speed control alone does not enable a
constant data flow, the player has a
buffer memory which has to be half filled
all the time. If less than 50% ofthe avail-
able space is used, the drive speed is in-
creased. If more than 50% is used, the
speed is lowered acccrdingly. The data
read by the laser is clocked out of the
buffer with the aid of a quarta-controlled
oscillator. The buffer/clock system guar-
antees a perfectly stable datastream into
the DAC which follows the CD drive unit.
All data on an audio CD represents

sound signals whicb have been sampled
at a frequency of 44.1 KHz. Each sound
channel is linearly digitized at a resolu-
tion of 16 bits. The result is a datastream
with a speed of 1.4112 Mbit per second.

Yellow Book, CD-ROM
The next standard to appear on the mar-
ket was defined in the Yellow Book,
again produced jointly by Philips and
Sony. Once the enormaus storage capac-
ity of CDs was fully recognized, the idea
of a CD·ROM was born. The CD-ROM is
marketed as the re placement for mag-
netic media such as floppy disks and
hard disks. It has a number of advan-
tages and disadvantages. The advan-
tages include low cost, large storage
capacity, non-volatile character, and reli-
ability. On the down side, a CD-ROM is a
read-only medium.
Ta maintain compatibility with the
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CD·DA, the CD·ROM also contains one
lang spiral. This is in stark contrast with
the long-establiehed system of parallel
tracks on magnetic media. Because the
CD-ROM1Salso read at constant speed,
it has a fairly large randorn read access
time. Any time a file has to be read, the
motor speed has to be adjusted until the
right reading speed is achieved, and that
takes time. Furthermore, the data trans-
fer speed offered by the CD·ROM is rela-
tively low at about 150 KByte per second.
Fortunately, double, tripIe and quadru-
pIe speed CD-ROM drives have errived,
and we may see further improvements in
the near future.
The information in the Yellow Book

does not go much further than a deserip-
tion of the idea to store computer infor-
mation in the program section. Further >

it indicates the types of error correction
methods which can be added to the sys-
tem. The Yellow Book contains neither
descriptions of tbe structure of files and
directories as used with computers, nOT
information on how audio-visual (multi-
media) information is to be stored.
Consequently, the ISO·9660 and CD·
ROM-XA standards were introduced
later.
Tbe ISO·9660 standard was initially

developed by the High Sierra Group, and
taken over by the ISO in 1988. It de-
scribes the file structure used with IBM-
compatible PCs, and has become the
basis for later standards. The UNIX plat-
form uses the RRIP (Rock Ridge
Interchange Protocol), while Apple
Macintosh users have the HFS
(Hierarchical File System) for their CD·
ROMs.

Green Book, CD-i
In 1986, less than a year after the intro-
duction ofthe CD·ROM, the CD Inter-ac-
tive (CD-i) was announced as a
multi-medie system for the consumer
market. The complete system description
may be found in the Green Book. Multi-
media systems which process audio-visual
information are an interesting application
area of the CD·ROM. As already men-
tioned in the description of the CD-DA,
audio information is recorded at a speed
of 1.4112 MBit/s. Because video informa-
tion is far more complex than audio infor-
mation, the amount of da ta required for
digital video will be even greater. Both
with audio and video, there is an interac-
tion between the necessary datastream
and the quality of the encoded signal. The
CD-i specification describes lots of possi-
bilities for the recording of multi-medie
information such as sound, still-video, an-
imations and video. Moreover, the infor-
mation is stored in an interleaved
pattern, which means that, for instance,
audio and video are interwoven in blocks.
That allows the CD·i player to read sev-
eral types ofinformation simultaneously.
The essential difference between CD-i
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Fig. 1. The CD-DA (audio CD) was the first CD for a big audience. This Philips CD player was
a market hit during the early nineteen-eighties.

and CD·ROM is that the specifications of
the former include a complete descrip-
tion of the hardware wh.ich is necessary
to be able to use the CD· i softwate. The
Green Book also provides infcrmation on
the structure of the data pressed on a
CD·i disc. A marked difference with the
Yellow Bock, which has nothing on data
storage formats.
Cbapter 9 of the Green Book describes

how MPEG 1 full-screen video encoded
according to ISO 11172 may be added to
CD-i information. This system is called

'digital video on CD-i' and has been
added to the CD·i system as an option.

CD-ROM XA
CD·ROM XA (aXtended Architecture)
denotes an extension of the CD-ROM
standard drawn up to make the medium
better suited to multi-medie applica-
tions. Broadly speaking, the XA standard
enables a number of CD-i compatible
audio and video formats to be used witb
CD-ROM also. Furthermore, it intro-

Fig. 2. The CD-ROM drive is on the way to becoming just another standard peripheral in com-
puter land.
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duces the possibility of different start di-
rectories, which enables you to run a CD
under different operating systems.
Finally, the CD-ROM-XA standard, like
the CD-i, is structurally compatible with
the 180-9660 standard. That makes the
CD-ROM-XA suitable for many different
computer systems. This type of disc is,
however, unsuitable for CD-i players be-
cause they often lack the appropriate
prograrns. Despite the fact that the XA
standard has been with us for some time,
little software has become available so
rar which utilizes this standard.

Sector structure
According to the definitions in the Yellow
Book, sectors on a CD have a length of
2,352 bytes, and are subdivided into a
number of fields to make them accessible
to computers. The start of a sector is in-
dicated by a synchronization pattern of
12 bytes. This is followed by a 4-byte
he ader which contains its absolute ad-
dress in minutes, seconds and sectors, as
well as a mode byte. That leaves
2,336 bytes available for data storage in
each sector.
All sectors in one track use the same

mode. Sectors exist in three different
modes. In Mode-O sectors, all remaining
2,336 bytes are empty, i.e., zero. Mode-l
sectors contain 2,048 bytes of user data,
protected by an EDC (error-deteeting
code) and an ECC (error-correcting code).
This error protection is additional to the
protection already used for CDs.
Although the standard error correction
for CDs is app1ication independent, it is
not powerful enough for computer appli-
cations. This is because small data errors
are unacceptable in computer systems,
although they may go by unnotieed in
audio systems.
In Mode-2, which is the format used

for normal CD-ROMs that do not require
extra error correetion (for instance, digi-
tized audio/video), the remaining
2,336 bytes are available to hold data.
The structure of Mode-2 sectors is fur-
ther detailed in the Green Book to ensure
eompatibility with the 180-9660 stan-
dard. The extension with Mode-2 is used
with CD-i and CD-ROM-XA. It involves
the storage of data in sectors by assign-
ing a sub-header to each sector. This sub-
header contains a file and channel
number coding infortnation for details on
the type of data contained in the sector,
as weIl as a sub-mode byte. The file num-
ber is used to distinguish between sec-
tors of different, interleaved, files. The
channel number is used to support the
different channels a file rnay be COID-

posed of. The sub-mode byte contains the
end-of-file (EOF) and end-of-reeord
(EOR) bits, an interrupt trigger bit to en-
able synchronization, and a real-time bit
which indicates that the file is used in
real time mode.
Finally, three bits follow whieh indi-

Table 1.

standard book
Red Boak
Yellow Book
Green Baok

Standard

CD-DA
CD-ROM
CD-i
CD-ROM XA
CD-ROM MO/CD-WO
CD-Bridge
Photo CD
Video CD

Orange Book

White Book

system holder
Philips, So ny
Philips, 8any
Philips, Sonv
Philips,8ony
Philips, Sony
Philips, Sony
Kodak, Philips
JVC, Philips

introduction
1982
1985
1987
1989
1990
1991
1992
1994

Fig.3. A CD~iplayer is compatible with many different CDformats.

cate the type of data (video, audio, com-
puter, etc.) in the seetor. This extension
has two opt.icns: mode-2/form-l and
mode-2/form-2, wbere the form bit indi-
cates whether or not the additional error
correction used in Mode-l sectors is em-
ployed. Mode-2/form-1 sectors do have
this extra error correction (EDC and
ECC), while mode-2/form-2 sectors have
an EDC block only. The absence of extra
error correction is justified if the CD ccn-
tains audio or video information. With
these file types, the absence of the real-
time bits (even occasionally) is much
more important than small data errors.
Because the extra error correction is not
used, 280 bytes are available for data
storage. With a real-time file stored in a
mode-z/form-I sector, the error detection
and correction operations have to be per-
formed in real time also, which makes
high demands on the relevant hardware.
The eight spaee bytes in a Mode-1 see-

tor are usually zero, and used for the
header in Mode-2. Consequently, the 10-

cations for the data and the EDC fields
are moved by eight bytes. A mode-2/form-
2 sector is elosed off by a 4-byte EDC
field only, which may contain parity bits
which serve as quality indicators in the
CD production process. These bytes may
also be made zero. If they are used, it is
recommended to employ tbe same EDC
as with mode-2/form-l sectors.

Orange Book, CD-MO and
CD-WO
The Compaet Disc Magneto-Optieal (CD·
MO) and Compact Dise Write Onee (CD·
WO) are specified in the Orange Book.
This extension has given the CD an even
wider application area, because it speci-
fies how CDs may be produced in small
quantities.
Tbe CD-MO enables tbe information

on a CD to be re-written several times.
By contrast, the CD-WO system allows
data to be written onee only. The CD-MO
has a magneto-optical layer in which the
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information 1S stored in a completely dif-
ferent manner than with a normal CD.
The read section of the laser recognizes a
CD-MO disc from a change in the polar-
ization direction of the laser light. A spe-
cial drive unit is required for the reading
and writing ofthis type of CD.
A CD-WO, a.k.a. CD Recordable (CD-

R) has three status levels: 'it is either
blank, partly written on, or completely
written on. Like the CD-MO, the CD-WO
contains a special pre-recorded track
with information required for tracking
and timing. The CD-WO contains a light
absorbing layer of which the reflection
characteristics are modified with a spe-
cial laser during recording. A CD-WO en-
ables CD's to be 'burnt' which are
compatible with the Red, Yellow and
Green Book. These discs can be played on
any conventional CD player or CD-ROM
drive.
The CD-WO standard also supports

the use of multiple partitions on a single
CD (tmulti-sesaion'). Each of these parti-
tions has its own lead-in, program and
lead-out sections, and is compatible with
the standards in the Red, Green or
YeI10w Book. Such a multi-session CD
can only be read by a special multi-ses-
sicn drive. An ordinary CD-ROM drive
can only read the data in the first ses-
sion.

CD-Bridge
The CD-Bridge standard was developed
to bridge the CD-i and CD-ROM stan-
dards. It 1S a very open standard with
plenty of room for the implementation of
the various system specifications. A CD-
Bridge disc is a CD-ROM-XA disc which
also contains a CD-i program. Conse-
quently, this type of disc may be used in
a computer as well as in a CD-ROM-XA
drive. The popular photo-CD and Video-
CD are examples of CD-Bridge discs.

Photo-CD
The Photo-Cf) is a CD·Bridge disc of
which the standard was designed by
Philips and Kodak. This type of CD is in-
tended for the storage of photographs
which have been digitized at a very high
solution, and so allows you to view pho-
tographs on your TV or computer screen.
The relevant file may be processed fur-
ther on the PC, or printed on paper.
A Photo-CD may be an ordinary CD,

produced with conventional means, or a
CD·WO. The latter format allows photos
to be added to the CD during further ses-
sions. Obviously, pre-recorded Photo-
CDs have one session only, and can be
read by all types of CD-ROM.
The standard version of the Photo-CD

is based on 35-rnm photographic nega-
tives which are digitized at aresolution
of 3782 x 2048 pixels. The file recorded
on the CD consists of five sub-files:
Base/Iß, Base/4, Base, 4xBase and
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Table 2.
Compatibility between disk format and player.

Disk playerlsystem
CD·ROM·XA CD·i Photo CD Video CD

x x x x
x
x

x
x x
x x x
x x x

CD·DA CD·ROM
CD-DA
CD-ROM
CD-ROMXA
CD-i
CD-Bridge
Photo CD
Video CD

x x
x

x = compatible
- = not compatible

16xBase. Thanks to data compression
techniques, an ordinary CD can hold
1II0re than 100 digitized Sö-mm pho-
tographs. These days it is also possible to

put larger film formats onto a Photo-CD.
This is particularly interesting for pro-
fessioual users of photographic material.

Mode 0

Cdiyn,.Hea.. ; I
4 bytes o

c;u"."Q
12bytes E :: iii ~

o 12 1~6---------------------------:::!2352

Mode 1
Sync. Header

4 bytes

12bytes il~I~I) User data
EDC Space Eee
4 bytell 8 bytes 276bytes

2076 235212 16 20" 20"o

Mode 2
Sync. Header

4 bytes

12bytes ~I:I~I~ User data

o 16 235212

Mode 2 Form 1
Sync. Header Subheader.--
12bytes ~I:I~I~8bytQ

User data
EDC ecc
4 bytes 278 eytee

2076 235216 24 20"12

Mode 2 Form 2
Sync. Header Subheader..,....
12bytes !lil~l§8bytes

User data
Eoe..,....

2348 2352

950018·11
24o 12 16

Fig. 4. The data structure on a CD-ROM is strongly dependent on the application. This draw-
ing shows the sector structure of the CD-ROM, CD-ROM-XA and Cd-i formats.
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Fig.5. The pnoto-cn format was designed Kodak and Philips. It allows over 100 as-mm neg-
atives to be stored on a single CD without lass of quality.

White Book, Video-CD

The last CD-Bridge variant discussed in
this article is the Video-CD. This was
developed for the storage of fuH-motion,
full-screen, video, as already described in
Chapter 9 of the Green Book (CD-i). The
pictures on the CD are encoded to the
MPEG-l standard. Anormal 12-cm di-
ameter CD has storage capacity for
74 minutes of digital video. The technical
specifications of the Video-CD are de-
scribed in the White Book. Initially, this
version was also known as the Karaoke-
CD standard.
Ta further the acceptance of this

medium, the standard explicitly de-
scribes the possibility of adding full-mo-
tion video decoder to a conventional
audio CD player. AB a matter of course,
that is only possible ifthe player is modi-
fied accordingly.

Other formats
CD-Video, not to be confused with
Video-CD, is a CD format which has been
in use for some time to record five to six
miuutes of analogue video on a CD. This
format is described as an extension in
the Red Book. In addition to the video in-
formation, the CD has spare capacity for
about 20 minutes of digital audio. After a
few false starte, this fcrmat soon went
into ob1ivion. Today, it is hardly pro-
dueed any more.
The CD Background Music (CD·

BGM) format was developed for back-
ground musie ('Muzak') systems, and is
based on teehnologies derived from the

CD-i standard. By virtue of the ADPCM
encoding used, a single CD ean hold up to
20 hours of background musie at reaeon-
able quality.
CD+MIDI and CD+G were also de-

veloped on the basis of the audio CD.
These formats enable graphics and MIDI
data to be put on a CD, together with dig-
ital audio.
The last format to be rnentioned is

called CD-i Ready. With these audio
CDs, an amount of CD-i software is
stored in the background. When the CD

is played on an audio CD player, this
extra functionality is not noticed beeause
the dise behaves just like any other
musie CD. The CD-i software comes to
life onee the disc is inserted in a CD-I
player. Additional functions which are
then available include song texts, pho-
tograpbs, discographies, etc. To make
sure that the CD-i information does not
interfere with the music reproduction,
the CD-i player first reads its own infor-
mation, and stores it in a buffer. Next,
the associated audio track is played.

Finale
A plethora of CD standards is currently
in use, and the overall situation is com-
plex enough to look pretty bewildering at
first glance. As a general tip, formulate
your requirements before you go out and
purehase a CD player or a CD-ROM
drive. Use the information in Table 2 to
check for yourself which standards are
actually required for your particular ap-
plications, and then select a player which
supports at least those standards.

(950018)

Source:
Compact Disc Standards, an
Introductory Overview, by Jan Korst and
Verus Pronk, Phi1ips Research
Laboratory, Eindhoven, The Nether-
lands.

Fig. 6. The Video-CD is expected to take a large market share away from the pre-recorded
video tape. Computer users, too, can use this CD format to load and display digitized photos
with the aid of an MPEG insertion card.
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DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS

This article is intended as abrief intro-
duction to digital signal processors (DSPs)

and what makes them different from tra-
ditional processors and microcontrollers. The
description is based on the ADSP-2100 fam-
ily from Analog Devices, which includes
the ADSP-2105 used in the DSP function
generator described elsewhere in this issue.
The fundamental theory of DSP is

Shannon's Sampling Theorem (1949) which
states how often a time-varying signal is
to be monitored if it is to be reconstructed
exactly from its digital sam ples. It can be
simply stated as follows:

In order to recover the signal func-
tion fit) exactly, it is necessary to
sam ple fit) at a rate greater than
twice its highest frequency compo-
nent.

For instance, an audio signal whose
highest frequency is 18 kHz should be sam-
pled at 36 kHz to preserve and recover its
waveform exactly.
Sampling a signal at a rate below its

highest frequency component results in a
phenomenon called aliasing. This resuJts
in a frequency erroneously taking on the
identity of an entirely different frequency
when recovered.

Multi-functionality
In spite of their name, digital signal

processors are intended to process ana-
logue signals. However, since tbey are digi-
tal devices, the signal must first be passed
through a analogue-to-digital converter.
After the sigual bas been processed, a digi-
tal-to-analogue converter (DAC) is needed
in many applications. The two conversions
are not normally carried outby the DSP
but by external devices.
When analogue signals are digitized,

their waveform is translated into a digital
number at set intervals. The consequent
series ofnumbers is passed through a digi-
tal filter (or filters) and their frequency
spectrum is then determined by a Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) or a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT)_ The power spectrum de-
termination lies at the heart of a range of
DSP operations, from speech recognition
to the analysis of seismic data.
The mathematics underlying the sam-

pling theory and tbe Fourier transform are
too complex to be discussed in an article of
this nature, but can be found in many text-
books. However, in practice, the processes
come down to the computation of aseries
of products. Such a computation consists
of(a) fetehing two numbers from the mem-

By L.Lemmens

ory; (h) multiplying the numbers; (c) accu-
rnulating the result; (d) storing the result
in memory.
Apart from the fact that standard proces-

sors do not possess a multiplication facil-
ity, they would need many cycles to per-
form one such operation. Digital signal
processors can perform several actions in
parallel dur-ing one cycle and can even do
so in real time.
A typical DSP in the ADSP-2100 fam-

ily operates at 12.5 MHz and executes an
instruction in a single 80 ns cycle. Since
all instructions are carried out in a single
cycle, MIPS (Million Instructions Per
Second)e MHz. Its flexible architecture and
comprehensive instruction set make pos-
sible a number of parallel operations. In
one cycle, the ADSP-2100 can

• generate the next program address;
• fetch tbe next inst.ruction;
• performone or two data moves;
• updata one or two data address point-
ers;

• perform a computational operation.

Architecture
Figure 1 is an overall block diagram ofthe
ADSP-2105. Tbe processor contains three
independent computational units: the arith-
metic logic unit (ALU), the multiplier/ac-
cumulator (MAC) and the Shifter. These
units process Iß-hit data directly and have
proviaions to support multiprecision com-
putations.
The ALU performe a standard set of

arithmetic and logic operations; division
primitives are also supported.
The MAC performs aingle-cycle multi-

plication, multiplication/adilition and mul-
tiplication/subtraction operations.
The Shifter performs logical and arith-

metic shifts, normalization, denormaliza-
tion and derive exponent operations. The
Shifter can be used to implement efficiently
any degree of nurneric formal control, up
to and including full floating point repre-
sentations.

950042 11

PROGRAM SEQUENCER

} ~I SSTAT
I IFC

LOO' IIMASt( STACK
OAG1 OAG 2 ON" MSTAT 4 x 18

" MO rc " •• "
OWRCNTR ASTAT

" ., t.t rs ., ts COUNT STATUS

" I" ., tz " ., t.e STACK STACK STACK
u ., ta " ., " 4 x 14 7x 21 16 x 4

{;. {;. 14/ PMA BUS

/ >
J , ~ 14/ OMA BUS

I /

24/ PMO BUS

,--- / ( l,

, ~ 16 ,0MOBUS

/ c

:5 ;, ,
~ ~

I AXD I AXt I AYO I AYt n jMXO I MX11 MYO j MYl n I SI 1"I"h
ALU MAC SHIFTEA

IARI"h IMROIMR11MR21 MF 0 ISRD ISR1 b

~ D ",
I / RESULT BUS,

Fig_ 1. Block diagram 01 the ADSP-21 05.
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Fig. 2. When a register is scanned
and an overflow occurs, the
pointer is placed module L at
the beginning of the register.

The computational units are arranged
side by side instead of serially for flexible
operation sequencing. The internal result
(R)bus interconnects the units, so that the
output of any one ofthem may be the input
of any unit on the next cycle.
A powerful program sequencer and two

dedicated data address generators ensure
efficient use ofthese computational units.
The program sequencer generates the next
instruction address. To rninimize overhead
cyc1es, the seuqnecer supports conditional
jumps, subroutine calls and returns in a
single cycle. With internal loop counters
and loop stacks, the DSP executes looped
code with zero overhead; no explicitjump
instructions are required to raaintaln the
loop.
The data address generators (DAGs)

haodle address pointer updates. Each DAG
keeps track ofup to four address pointers.
Whenever the pointer is used to access ex-
terual data(indirect addressing), it is mod-
ified by a prespecified value. A lengtb value
may be associated witb each pointer to im-
plement automatie modulo addressing for
circular buffers. With two independent
DAGs, the processor can generate two ad-

dresses simultaneously for dual operand
fetches.
Efficient data transfer is achieved with

the use of five internal buses:
• Program Memory Address (PMA) bus;
• Program Memory Data (PMD) bus;
• Data Memory Address (DMA) bus;
• Data Mmeory Data (DMD) bus;
• Result (R) bus.

The program memory (PMA, PMD) buses
and data memory (DMA, DMD) buses ex-
tend off-chip to provide direct connections
to extern al memories.
The DMD bus is the primary bus for

routeing data internally and to and from
external data memory.
The 14-bit DMA bus provides direct ad-

dressing of 16k.x16 of external memory.
Although the primary function ofthe pro-
gram memory 1S for storing instructions,
it can also store data. In this case, the PMD
bus provides a path for routeing data to
and from program memory, permitting dual
operand fetches.
The 14-bit PMA bus provides direct ad-

dressing of 16kx24 of external memory, ex-
pandable to 32kx24 by using the program
memory data access (PMDA) signal as the
15th address Iine.
The data address generators provide in-

direct addressing for data stored in exter-
nal memories. The processor contains two
independent DAGs so that two da ta
operands (one in program memory and one
in data memory) can be addressed simul-
taneously.
The two generators are identical except

that DAG1has a bit reversal option on tbe
output and can only generate data mem-
ory addresses, while DAG2 can generate
both program and data memory address,
but has no bit revers al capability.
There are three register files in each

DAG: the modify (MO register file, the in-
direct (I) register file, and the length (L)
register file. Each of these register files
contains four 14-bit register which are read-
able aod loadable from the DMD bus. The

General Form:

00 LABEL UNTILCONDITION

Example:

Address Pushed
On pe Stack -

iENDLDDP:

Address Pushed
On LOOPStack 950042- 12

HARDWARE
r---------<.~ COUNTER

CNTA = 10 .------.- COUNTER
I EXPIRED

00 ENOLOOP UNTIL CE

{ First Loop Instruction } ){ Next Loop Instruction }

{ Last Loop Instruction }

{ First Instruction Outside Loop }

Fig. 2. Example 01 a DO-UNTIL loop in a DSP. The processor has
a discrete loop counter.
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I registers hold the actual addresses used
to access extern al memory.
When the indirect addressing mode is

used, the selected I register content is dri-
ven on to either tbe PMA orDMAbus. 'I'his
value is post-modified by adding the con-
tent of the selected M register. Tbe modi-
fied address is passed through the modu-
lus logic.
Associated witb each I register ia an L

register which may contain the length of
the buffer addressed by the I register. In
ca8e of an overflow, the pointer is placed
modulo L at the beginning ofthe register-
see Fig. 2. The L register and tbe modu-
lus logic together enable circular buffer ad-
dressing, which is used, for example, in the
DSP Function Generator described else-
where in this issue for Direct Digital
Synthesis DDS).
The modulus logic is disabled by setting

the length ofthe associated buffer to zero.
The program sequencer incorporates

powerful and flexible mechanisms for pro-
gram flow control, such as zero-overhead
looping, single-cycle branching (both con-
ditional and unconditional) and automatie
interrupt processing.
The sequencing logic eontrols the flow

ofthe program execution. Itoutputs a pro-
gram memory address on to the PMA bus
from one of four sources: the P'C incre-
menter, pe stack, instruction register or
interrupt controller. The next address
souree selector controls which ofthese foul'
sources are selected based on the current
instruetion word and the processor status.
A fifth possible source for tbe next prograrn
memory address is provided byDAG2when
a register indirect jump is executed.
The loop counter is used for DG--UNTTL

loope (see Fig. 3); there is thus no variable
that needs to be checked bh the program,
but a register that 1S automatically de-
creased and signals when the end condi-
tion (CNTR=O) is reached.
When a data feteh from program mem-

ory is required, an extra memory cycle is
automatically appended to enable the next
instruction fetch. To avoid this extra cycle,
the device has an internal instruction cache
(16 instructions deep) which serves an an
alternate source for the next instruction.
Tbe cache monitor circuit transparently
determines when the cache contents are
valid. When the next instruction 1S in the
cache, no extra cyele is neeessary.

[950042]
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APPLICATION NOTE
The content of this article is based on information obtained from

manufacturers in the electrical and electronics industries, and does not
imply practical experience by Elektor Electronics or its consultants.

LMD18245 3A, 55V DMOS FULL-BRIDGE STEPPERMOTOR DRIVER

Source: National Semiconductor
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THE LMD18245 is a rou-
bridge power amplifier

which incorporates alJ the
circutt blocks required to
drive and control current in
a brushed type d.c. motor.
or one phase of abipolar
stepper motor. The multi-
technology process used to
build the device cambines
CMOS control and protee-
tion ctrcuttry with DMOS
power switches on the same
monolithic structure. The
LMD18245 controls the
motor current via a flxed off-
time chopper technique.
An all-DMOS H-bridge

power stage delivers contin-
liDUS output currents up to
3 A (6 A peak) at supply volt-
age up to 55 V. The DMOS
power switches feature low
ROS{on) for high efftctency.
and a diode Intrtnstc to the
DMOS body structure elimi-
nates the dlscrete diodes
typically required to clamp
bipolar power stages. An in-
novative current sensing
method eliminates the power
Joss associated with a sense

~.. '.• WH

"

u D~cm

resistor in sertes wtth the
motor. A four-bit dtgttal-to-
analogue converter (DAC)
provides a digital path rar
controlling the motor CUf-

rent, and. by extension, stm
plifies implementation of
full. half and microstep step-
per motor drives. For lugher
resolution appltcattons, an
external DAC can be used.
The block diagram of the
LMD18245 is shown in
Fig. 1.

The current sense amplt-
fier
Many transistor cells in par-
allel make up the DMOS
power switches, The current
sense arnphfter (Fig. 2) uses
a small fractton of the cells
of both upper swttches to
provide a unique, low-loss
means for sensing the load
current. In practice. each
upper switch functions as a
Ix sense device in parallel
with a 4000x power devtce.
The current amplifier forces
the voltage at the source of
the sense device to equal

that at the source of the
power device: thus. the de-
vices share the total dram
current in proportion to the
1:4000 cell ratio. Only the
current flowtng from drain to
source, i.e., the forward cur-
rent, registers at the output
of the current sense arnplr-
Iter. The latter therefore
sources 250 J-lAper ampcrc
of total forward current COD-

ducted by the upper two
switches of the power bndge.
The sense current devel-

ops a potential across R,
that ts proportional to the
load current; for example,
per empöre of load cur rent.
the sense current develops
1 V acroes a 4-kQ resistor
(the product of 250 )lA per
amperc and 4 kQ). Since
chopping the load current
occurs as the voltage at
CS OUT surpasses the
threshold (the DAC output
vcltage). R, sets the gain of
the chopper ampltfter: for
example, a 2-kO: resistor
sets the gain at 2 A of load
current per volt of the
threshold [i.e.. the reciprocal

o

FEATURES

» DMOS power stage rated
at 55V and 3A continuous

» Low ROS(on) of typically
O.3!2 per power switch

» tntema! clamp diodes
)) Low-Ioss current sensing
method

)) Digital or analogue
contra I of motor current

» TIL and CMOS
compatible inputs

)) Thermal shutdown
(outputs off) at Tj=1550C

» Overcurrent protection
» No shoot-through
currents

» 15-lead TO-220 moulded
power package

APPLICATIONS

)) Full, half and microstep
stepper motor drives

)) Stepper motor and
brushed d.c. motor servo
drives

)) Automated factory,
medical and office
equipment

'cr--~t---~~----------------------~~--~----
I-

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

CurrerTt Sense I

M~k I

------------------ +;~--------------_!
es OOT 13
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of the product of 250 J.lA per
A and 2 kQ). The specified
operating voltage at the
C5 OUTptn is 0 to 5 V.

The digital-to-analogue
converter (DAC)
The DAC sets the threshold
for chopptng at VOAC REF x
D( 16, where D is the deci-
mal equivalent (0-15) of the
btnary number applied at
the DACinputs, M4 through
MI. M4 is the most-sigruft-
cant btt (M5B). For applica-
ttons that require high er
resolution, an extemal DAC
may be used to drive the
DAC REF tnput. The speci-
fied operating voltage range
at DACREF is 0 to 5 V.

Comparator. monostable
and winding current
threshold for chopping
As the voltage at C5 OUT
surpasses that at the output

of the DAC, the comparator
trtggers the monostable.
This. onee trtggered, pro-
vides a timing pulse to the
control logic. During the
timing pulse. the power
brtdge shorts the motor
winding. causing current in
the winding to recirculate
and decay slowly towards
zero. A parallel Re network
connected between Re
(ptn 3) and ground sets the
ttmtng pulse, or off-time, to
about 1.1Re seconds.
Chopping of the winding

current occurs as the voltage
at C5 OUT exceeds that at
the output of the DAC, so
chopping occurs at a wind-
tng current threshold of
about

(VOAC REF x D(16) + ((250 x
10-6)x Rs] amperes.

Apart from processing the
MMV stgnal. the control
legte also interprets the lev-
els applied to the DlREC-
TION and BRAKE inpuls of
the IC. The H-bridge is capa-
ble of assuming different
confrguraüons. as iJlustrated
in Fig. 3. Turning ON a
source switch and a sink
swttch in opposite halves of
the bridge forces the full
supply voltage less the
switch drops across the
motor wtndtng [a]. While the
brtdge rematns in this state,
the wtndmg currenl in-
creases exponentially to-
wards a limtt dicta ted by the
supply voltage, the switch
drops. and the winding re-
sistance. Subsequently
turntng OFF the sink swttch
causes a voltage transient
that forward biases the body
diode of the other source
swttch. The diode clamps the
transient at one dtode drop
above the supply voltage.
and provtdes an alternative
current path. While the
bridge remains in thts state,
it essentially shorts the
winding, and the wtnding
current rcctrculates and de-
cays exponential1y towards
zero (b). Thts process is re-
peated unW the DlRECTION
Signal changes. Both the
switches and the body
diodes then provide a decay
path for the initial winding
current, whtch rapidly drops
to zero (c). Next, the control
Iogrc re-conftgures the H-
brtdge. so that the current

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS MARCH 1995

LMD18245 STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER
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flows through 52, the motor
winding and 53. The motor
eurrent waveshape ts then
described by [d},(e) and [f in
the lower drawing.

currents. and, by extension.
the drive type (full step. half
step, etc.).

Modes of operation

Full step drive
There are lwo types of full
stcp drive. Ln one-phase
drive (Fig. 5). the motor can
be made to take full steps by
cncrgtzrng windings A and B
in the sequence

A typical application of two
LMD18245s drtvtng a step-
per motor is shown in Fig. 4.
The chopper off-time is set to
about 48 us by the 20-kQ re-
ststor and 2.2-nF capacitor
connected between Re and
ground. The chopper gain is
set to about 200 mA per volt
of the lhreshold by the 20-
kQ resistor al the C5 OUT
pin. Digital stgnals supplied
by a microcontroller govern
the thresholds for chopptng,
the directions of the winding

A --+ B -4> A' -~ B· - A -~ ...

where A and B represent the
currents in one direction
through the respective wind-
tngs, and A' and B', the re-
verse currents. The motor
takes one full step each time
one winding is de-energtzed
and the other is energtzed,
To make the motor reverse,
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fORWARD

the above sequence must be
reversed. That is achieved by
swapping the levels of the
DIRECTIONsignals.
Two-phase drive (Fig. 6)

also results in full steps. and
is described by the sequence

AB -Jo A'B -Jo A'B' -~ AB' -Jo AB

Because both windings are
encrgtzcd at all times. this
sequence produces more
torque than with one-phase
drive. All DAC inputs are
held pennanently high.

Half-step drive without
torque compensation
Ta make the motor take half
steps (Fig. 7). windings A
and B can be energized in
the sequence

a cos n DAC A DIR A sm 0: DAC 8 DIR B

o

tU 8, 113 8. 112 S . ...., ...., 11 r'\'
.nd1ll18J U U U

ron.lID

: ' 1 ' I ' I • 1
0 15 0 0

~
.5 0.707 11 0.707 11

"0 11 0 0~ 90 0 15ce Q), i!: 135 0.707 11 0 0.707 11

~

CI)~
0 Q) 180 15 0 0 0 0LL >
J.l

Q) 225 0.707 11 0 0.707 11 0
UV[RSE CI:

950006- 23 270 0 0 15 0

315 0.707 11 0.707 11 0

REPEAT

A -I> AB -Jo B ---+ A'B -10 A' -Jo

A'B' -4 B' -Jo AB' -Jo A ---+

It is important to note that
although half stepping dou-
bles the step resoluttön.
changing the number of en-
ergtzed windings frorn two to
one decreases torque by
about 40%. resulting in stg-
nifieant torque ripple and
possibly noisy operation.

Half-step drive with torque
compensation
The above problern can be
solved by torque compensa-
tion (Fig. 8). Essentially. the
windings are then energized
wtth sinusoidal currents.
Controlling the winding cur-
rents in thts fashion doubles
the step resolution without
lhe sigruftcant torque ripple

:'1'1+1'1-1'1-1
iL----JL.,

~ ,

JUi.nf"
lJlJlJ'"

950006 -12
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Table 1. Lookup table for half-step drive with torque compensation.
Note: 90" electricallfull step + 2 microsteps/full step = 45"
electrical/step.

0 1 15 1 0 0 1

22.5 0.924 1. 1 0.383 6 1

.5 0.707 11 1 0.707 11 1

11 67.5 0.383 6 1 0.924 1. 1
Q) 90 0 0 0 1 15 1
CI)~

112.5 0.383 6 0 0.924
" 1Q)

> 0.707Q) 135 11 0 0.707 11 1
CI: 157.5 0.924 1. 0 0.383 6 1

180 0 15 0 0 0 0
"0~ 202.5 0.924 14 0 0.383 6 0ce
i!: 225 0.707 11 0 0.707 11 0
0 247.5 0.383 6 0 0.924 1. 0LL

J.l 270 0 0 1 1 15 0

292.5 0.383 6 1 0.924 1. 0

315 0.707 11 1 0.707 11 0

337.5 0.924
"

1 0.383 6 0

REPEAT

Table 2. Winding currents and Lookup Table for quarter-step drive
with torque compensation. Note: 90" electrical/full step + 4 ml-
crosteps/full step = 22.5" electricallmicrostep.

of the prior drive teehnique.
Along with the obvious ad-
vantage of increased step
resolution, this mierostep-
ping reduces both full-step
oscillations and resonanees
that occur as the motor and
load eombination is driven
at its natural resonant fre-
queney. or subharmonies
thereof. When compared to
full step drive. microstep-
ptng makes the motor run
smoother and quieter.
Table 1 shows the phase
angle, a, and the assoctated
cosine values for wmdtng A,
and sine values for winding
B, for each of the eight dif-
ferent half steps (each full
3600 cycle comprises of four
full steps).

Quarter step drive with
torque compensation
The quarter step drive mode
only dtffers from the half-
step mode in respect of the
resolution. A 3600 eycle is
dtvtded into 16 steps. Four
mtcrostcpe then equal one
full step. The relevant con-
trol data is shown in
Table 2. (950006)

Source:
LMD18245 data sheet,
National Semiconductor.
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LMD18245 Electrical Characteristics

LMDI8245 STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER

The following soecnceucns apply for Vcc = +42V, unless otherwise stated. Bold-face limits apply over the temperature range

-40 -c ~TJ S +125 "C. All ather limits apply for TA = TJ = 25 "C.

Symbol Parameter öcncttlcns Mm. Typ. Max. Unit

Curren! Sense Ollset

DAC REF = OV,
vcc- +20VI~ 8 15Outescent current

POWER OUTPUT STAGE

0.4 o
ILOAD = 3A 0.3

0.6 n
0.4 n

lLOAD = 6 A 0.3
0.6 n

fDIODE - 3A 1.0 1.5 V

fDIODE = 1A 80 ns
IDiODE - 1A 40 nC

Sourcing Outputs ILOAD - 3A 5 "S
Sinking Outputs ILOAD = 3A 900 ns

Sourcing Outputs ILOAD = 3A 600 ns

Sinking Outputs ILOAD - 3A 400 ns

Sourcing Outputs 'LOAD - 3A 40 "s
Sinking Outputs 'LOAD - 3A "s
Sourcing Outputs JLOAD - 3A 200 ns

Sinking Outputs lLOAD = 3A 80 ns

pins 10 and 11 2 "s
40 ns

Switch ON resistance

VOIODE Body Diode Forward Vollage

T" Diode Reverse Recovery Time

Q" Diode Reverse Receovery Charge

tO(ON) Output Turn ON Delay Time

tD(OFF) Output Turn OFF Delay Time

tON Output Turn ON Switching Time

tOFF Output Turn OFF Switching Time

tpw Minimum Input Pulse Width

tos Minimum Dead Band

CURRENT SENSE AMPLIFIER

200 250 300 "A
ILOAO=lA

175 325 "A
ILOAO-0.5-3A ±6 %

ILOAD= OA 5 20 "A

Gurren! Sense Output

Llnearlty Error

DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTEA (DAC)

4 Bits

4 Bits

0.125 0.25 LSB

0.5 LSB

50 ns

DAC REF-+5V -0.5 ±10 "A

Resolution

Monotonicity

Total Unadjusted Error

Propagation Delay

IREF DAC REF input current

COMPARATOR AND MONOSTABLE

6.27 V

88 mV

Source 0.2 mA

Sink 3.2 mA

1.2 2.0 "s

Comparator High Output Level

Comparator Low Output Level

Comparator Output Current

tOELAY Monostable Turn OFF Delay

PROTECTION AND PACKAGE THERMAL RESISTANCES

Junctlcn-tc-Amblent

Undervoltage Lockout, vcc 5 8 V

155 °C

1.5 °C/W

35 °C/W

TJSO Shutdown Temperature, Tj

Package Thermal Resistance Junctlon-to-Case

Package Thermal Resistance

LOGtC INPUTS

±10

V1l Low Level Input Voltage -0.1 0.8

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2 12

V1N-OVor 12VIIN Input Current

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS MARCH 1995

Absolute Maximum
Ratings
d.c voltage at OUT 1, OUT 2
and vee
d.c. voltage at eOMP OUT,
RC, Mx, BRAKE, DIAECTION,
es OUT and OAC REF
d.c vollage PGNO 10SGNO
Continuous Load Current
Peak Load Curren!
Junction 'remoerature
Power dissipation, TA = 25 "O,
infinite beatsink
Power dissipation, TA = 25 "O,
!ree air
ESO susceptibility
Storage temperature
range

mA

V

+60 V

+12V
:t400mV

3A
BA

+150"C

25W

3.5W
1500V

-65 10 +150"C

Operating Conditions
Temperature ranqe -4010 +125"C
Supply Voltage Range +12 V 10 +55V
CS OUT Voltage Range OV10+5V
DAC REF Voltage Range OV10+5V
MMV pulse width 1011510100 ms

Pinout Descriptions

Pin 1, DUT1: Output node of the lirst half H-
bridge
Pin 2, CaMP OUT:Output 01the comparator.
If tne voltage at es OUTexceedsthat provided
by tne OAG, the comparator triggers the
monostable.
Pin 3, RC:Monostable timing ncde. A parallel
reststor.capacucr network connectedbetween
thls node and ground sets tne monostable
timing pulse at about 1.1 RC seconds.
Pin 5, PGND: Ground return node ot tne
power bridge. Bond wires (internal) connect
PGNO 10 the tab 01tne TO-220 package.
Pins 4 and 6 through 8, M4 through M1:
Digital inputs of the DAG.These inputs make
up a tour-blt binary numoer with M4 as the
most signilicant bit Of MSB.TheOAC provides
an analogue voltage dtrectly proportional 10
the btnary number apofied at M4 Ihrough Ml.
Pin 9, Vcc: Powersupply node.
Pin 10, BRAKE:Brake logic innut. PUlling tbe
BRAKE Input logic-high acttvates both
sourcing switches of the power bridge,
effecUvelyshorting the load. Shorting the load
in this manner forces the load current 10
recirculate and decay10zero.
Pin 11, OIRECTION:örrecncn logic lnput. The
logic level at this input dictates the otrection
of the current flow in the load.
Pin 12, SGND: Ground return node of all
siena! levet circults.
Pin 13, CSOUT:Output 01the current sense
amplitler. The current senseamplifier sources
250l1A (typlca') per ampere of total torward
current conducted by the upper two switches
of the power bridge.
Pin 14: DACREF:Voltage relerence Input of
the OAC. The OAG provides an anaJogue
voltage equal 10VoAcREf x 0/16, where 0 is
the decimal eculvatent (0-15) 01 the binary
number applied 10M4 through MI.
Pin 15, OUT2:Output node 01the second half
H-bridge

o

V

PO"' " OUT2

0 " OAC R[f

" CSOUT

" scsc
" DtAECno~

" 8R,l.KE
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LONG-LIFE NIGHT LIGHT

This article describes an automatically operating night light
with two remarkable features. First of all, a light-operated
switch turns the lamp on and off automatically depending on
ambient light intensity. Secondly, the night light never requires
a bulb to be exchanged, simply because there is no bulb
inside.

Design by H. Bonekamp

NIGHTlights are often the subject of
debates. Either you need one to be

able to sleep. or you can not sleep
when there is one around in the bed-
room. In parttcular. children often ap-
pear to feel much more at ease If a
rught light is present in their bedroom.
The light has a reassuring effect be-
cause It appears to function as an ort-
entation aid du ring periods of light
sIeep and waking.
Commercially availabIe rught lights

come in two kinds. The cheap anes
have a neon lamp and ar'e on as lang
as they are plugged into the mains
socket. The more expensive types have
a small bulb inside, and feature a
light-sensitive switch which turns on
the light when it gets dark.
Both types have their own advan-

tages and disadvantages. The neon
ligh ts are inexpensive and use ltttle
power. On the down side, they da

waste energy by remaining on aJl the
time, and often provtde insufficient
light. The automatie types provide
much more light at the cost of a lugher
current consumption. They also re-
qutre the (fairly expensive) bulb to be
exchanged from time to tune. The ideal
compromise between the two types
would be a verston havtng a light/dark
sensor control and an economical
lamp wtth the same life expectancy as
a neon light, but a high er light output.
Although these requirements may

appear contradictory, the destgn pre-
sen ted here offers the best of both
worIds by exchangtng the bulb for a
couple of super-Iumtncstty LEOs.

Profile
Before dtscusstng the destgn in greater
detatl, it may be worthwhile to state
our desiderata. Ta start wtth. a re1iably
operanng light/dark switch with ad-
justable scnsittvtty is needed to make
sure that the on/off swttchtng behav-
iour is predtcable. Furthermore, the
circutt should have a reasonable de-
gree of hysteresis to prevent oscillation
around the threshold level. Next, the
swttch should be immune against brtef
variations of the ambient light inten-
sity. A further wish is to be able to de-
termine the amount of light produced
by the ntght light by fitttng one or sev-
eral 'super-LEDs', without changtng
the brightness of individual LEDs.
On a different tack, there is, of

course, the safety aspect to consider.
The ntght light being used in a chil-
dren's bedroom, it must be absolutely
safe, with complete electrical insula-
tion between the mams voltage and
parts wh ich can be touched from the
outside. Ftnally. the ntght light should
be a compact untt which can be
plugged straight into a mains socket.
No wires, no external controls.

Four transistors

All requirements menttoned so far are
satisfied by a relatively simple crrcurt.
Looking at the circuit diagram in
Fig. 1, there are only four transistors,
four LEDs and a handful of passive
parts.
LEDs D2 through Ds at the rtght-

hand side of the diagram supply the
light. So-called super-red LEDs with a
diameter of 8 mm are used here. These
devtces come in a diffused-light enclo-
sure wtth an aperture angle of about
120°, and supply 'soft' light wtth an in-
tensity of about 500 mCd at 20 mA.
Not all of the LEDs shown in the cir-
cuit diagram have to be fitted - de-
pendtng on the desired light tntenstty.
one, two, three or four super LEOs
may be fitted wtthout havtng to change
anything in the ctrcutt. This is by
vtrtue of a current source which pow-
ers the LEOs. The current source con-
sists of T4 and surrounding
componcnts. of which 06 and 07 have
a crucial function because they keep
the base of T4 at a constant voltage of
about 1.2 V. The voltage across Ra is,
therefore. 0.6 V, which causes a con-
stant ernttter current (and collector
current) of about 22 mA because Ra
has a value of 27 Q.
Thc constant current source is

switched on and off by T3, which forms
the final stage of the light-sensitive
switch. This also comprises tranststors
T2 and TI. The latter is a phototransis-
tor which functions as a sensor for
ambient light. The more light It de-
tects, the harder it conducts.
Depending on the setttng of preset Pi,
a certain amount of ambient light seen
by TI causes T2 to be driven. This, in
turn, causes the constant current
source to be turned on via T3, so that
the LEDs light at a constant intensity.
Positive feedback via resistor R4

gives the circuit just the right amount
of hysteresis. As long as the current
source operates, apart of the positive
voltage at the collector of T3 [approx.
1.2 V) is fed to the base ofT2 via rests-
tor R.,. Because T4 is a p-n-p type, the
additional voltage pinches the device
off a little more, so that the threshoId
to be overcome by the photocurrent
througb Ti is raised a Iittle.
In case Tl detects an amount of

light whtch causes sufficient conduc-
tion. the feedback via R., has just the
opposite effect. T2 and T3 then start to
conduct, and the voltage at the collec-
tor of T3 drops considerably. This low
level is also red to the base of T2 via Ra.
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Fig.1. The circuit may be divided into a light-sensitive switch (Tl. T2 and T3) and a constant-
current source (T4)which powers a number of diffused-light super-LEDs.
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Fig. 2. pes design (board not available ready-made through the Readers Services).
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LONG-LIFE NIGHT LIGHT

so that the transistor conducts a Iittle
harder. Consequently. a relatively
large decrease in photocurrent
through TI is needed to make the
switch toggle again. The voltage feed-
back via R, creates a difference be-
tween the 'on' and 'off levels which is
sufficiently large to prevent oscillation
around the threshold level.
Capacitor CI has been added to pre-

vent the operation of the circuit from
being disturbed by brief variations of
the ambient light intensity detected by
TI. Although the capacitor is not too
large, it does make the voltage varia-
tions at the base of TI much slower
than those at the wiper of PI'
The night light is powered by a clas-

sie supply consisting of a transformer, a
brtdge rectifier and a reservoir elec-
trolytic. Because the circuit draws very
little current, the transformer used is a

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R"R7 = 1kQ
R2 = 330kQ
R3 = 1MQ
R4= 5MQ6
R5 = 220kQ
R6 = 12kQ
Ra = 27Q
P, = 50kQ

Capacitors:
C, = 1IJF 10V radial
C2 = 220IJF 25V radial
C3 = 100nF

Semiconductors:
D, = 6V2 500 mW zener diode
Dz-D5 = L-793 SRD/E (Kingbright*)
D6,DrD" = 1N4148
T, = BPW41 (Siemens)
T2 = BC557B
T3,T4 = BC547B

Miscellaneous:
K, = PCB terminal block, pitch 7.5 mm.
Tr, = PCB mount mains transformer,
sec. 9 V/0.35 VA (Hahn, or Monacor
type VTR1109, Velleman type
1090018M or Block type VR1109).
Case, e.g. power supply case with
moulded mains plug (approx. size
100x50x40 mm) (Maplin).
PCB not available ready-made through
the Readers Services.

* Hero Electronics, (01525) 405015.
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New: 8051 Simulator runoiog under Microsoft Windows
Now you can create your code using one of our 8051 cross
assemblers or our 8051 C cornpiler and irnmediately test it on
your pe with our new Wlndows hosted simulator. Watcb the
SFR's change as you single step or trace through your program.
change tbeir values if you like and watch the effect on
execution f]OW. Watch internaJ ram, extemal ram and program
memory in as many windows as you Iike. Load a second
program and run two simulations at once. Set breakpoints, trap
stack overflow, simulate interrupts. run the timer; send and
receive via the serial port. All this befcre your program ever
reecbes your target board.
Special introductory price: :E99.00.

And our extended range ofDOS packages now includes:
XPC senes: absolute cross assemblers @199.00each
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Constructionpretty small type rated at 9 V, 0.35 VA
only. For the same reason, low-current
diodes type IN4148 are used as rech-
flers. Ta keep out the effeets of voltage
f1uctuations, the supply voltage for the
electronic swttch ts separated from the
current source, and stabilized at 6.2 V
with the atd of a simple zener diode, Dt-

Speaker Builder, the world's only loudspeaker
megaeine in English, can show you how to achieve
excellence in sound from your stereo system.
Whether you're modifying and improving your
present speakers or building a new design from
scratch, Speaker Builder contains the latest in
loudspeaker technology. Within its pages, leam
about Thiele-Small design software, build an in-
expensive measurement mike good enough for the
professionals, or simply indulge in reading ebout
the experiences of others using their technical
skills to improve the sound around them.

Since 1980, Speaker Builder has been exploring
both the traditional and more unusual fonnats for loudspeakers. From pipes to
corrugated bcxes to transmission lines and electrostatics, every conceivable
medium is discussed. An international forum for speaker enthusiasts the world
over, sharing ideas and designs, Speaker Builder has made it possible for
thousands to enjoy the highest quality sound without srreining their budgets.

The publishers of Speaker Builder invite you to use YOllT electronics know-how to
discover the world of better sound. To subscribe, simply return the form below with
yourpayment or FAX yourcreditcard order and receive8 issuesofSpeaker Builder
for a low introductory rate of 545 for a one- year subscription. That'e a $5 savings
off the regular overseas airmailed rate. Or you may subscribe for two years at $80
($lOoll).

DOn. Yeer $45 0 2 Years $80
Remittances in US funds drawn on a US bank only.

MClVlSA NLMBER EXP. DATE

NAME

AlJORESS

ST Z1P

5Deaker Builder
PO Box 494, Peterborou.9.h, NH 03458-0494 USA
(603)924-9464 or FAX (003)924-9467 24 hours

The printed circuit board designed for
the night light is shown in Fig_ 2.
Unfortunately, this board is not avail-
able ready-made through the Readers
Services, so you have to make it your-
self. or have it made for you. Building

up the board is not expected to cause
problems, the parts being few and
common. The design of the board al-
lows a number of trans formers to be
used, whiJe up to four LEDs may be
mounted. LEDs not fitted must be re-
placed by a wire link.
There are two important potnts

about building the circuit into a case.
First, TI should not be allowed to 'sec'
the light produced by the LEDs, and,
secondly. an electrically safe enclosure
should be used. The first point is easy
to accomplish by fitting the phctotran-
ststor such that it looks upwards,
while the LEDs point straight ahead.
Safety need not be a problem if you

use a so-called power supply case wtth
a moulded mains plug, Ta make the
ntght light 'child-proof'. consider ap-
plytng lacquer over the screw heads.
Before closing the case, howevet-, the
sens1tivity preset, Pt, has to be ad-
justed. In most cases, it Is best to wait
until you think it is sufficiently dark.
and then adjust P, until the light is
just switched on. (950027)
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DSP FUNCTION GENERATOR

memory bank, and then adding it
agam to the main flow. Sure, that can
be done with all-analogue electronics,
too, for tnstance. with a bucket brigade
memory. but then there is the in-
evttable notse. djstortton. ete., to con-
tend wtth and keep to a minimum.
The advantage of digital processing

is that the qualtty of the digltized ana-
",,_.;a~logue stgnal is not affected during any

operation. By centrast. in analogue
circuits, the non-ideal charactertsttcs
of subcircuits gtve rise to dtstortion.
and a decrease in the signal-to-noise
ratio.
A DSP, of course, also has its limita-

tions. The maximum frequency of the
analogue stgnal, for instance, is lim-
ited by the processor's clock fre-
quency. In practice, therefore. DSPs
are best suited to processing low-fre-
quency stgnals, leaving traditionaI.
discrete, solutions firmly established
for hrgh-Irequency techniques.

1I I--

No electronics workshop or laboratory is complete without a
function generator. The one described in this article is off the
beaten track because it is not a stand-alone box with the usual
set of controls on the front panel. Rather, it is an insertion card
for PCs, and entirely controlled by software. The heart of the
generator is a digital signal processor (DSP) chip from Analog
Devices. The card is controlled by a 'plain DOS' or a Windows
program supplied to you on disk, The Windows version even
allows you to create your own waveshapes!

Hardware/software design by P. Hackl, M. Haidinger, R. Leeb and
F. Reithuber

DIGITAL signal processors (OSPs)
are typtcally found where digital

and analogue electronics meet. A OSP
is a special kind of mtcroprocessor
whtch, although a purely digital de-
vice, is capable of performing real-time
operations on analogue slgnals 'in

transtt'. For exarnple, a DSP uses mt-
croprocessor instructions to multiply,
amplify. attenuate or filter analogue
signals. Likewise. a OSP is capable of
adding reverberation to a music stgnal
by delaying the data 110wof the dtgt-
tized audro srgnal with the aid of a

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency range: 0.1 Hz to 20 KHz

(sinewave,
triangle and
sawtooth).
6 Vpp max.
sinewave,
triangle,
rectangular,
sawtooth, noise.
16 bits.
DOS or Windows.
8-bits XT slot.
ADSP-2105.
BNCor3.5mm
stereo jack.

Output impedance: 47 Q.

Output voltage:
Waveforms:

Resolution:

Software:
PC bus:
DSP chip:
Output socket:

Circuit description
The complete circuit diagram of the
digital function generator is shown in
Fig. 1. The circuit is connected to the
expansion bus of .the pe. Conse-
quently, aIl control is effected via soft-
ware. An Impor-tant link between the
OSP system and the PC is the 82C55
PP! (programmable pertpheral inter-
face). Other key parts in the circuit di-
agram are the OSP. proper (lCl• an
ADSP-2105), a O-A converler type
ADI851 (IC2)and a bootstrap EPROM
type 27512 (IC3). All other components
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DSP FUNCTION GENERATOR

ICT = 74HCTOO

lca = 74HCT02
ics , 74HCT04
IC10 = 74HCTOO
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Fig.1. Circuit diagram of the digital function generator. A digital signal processor (OSP) computes the waveform and sends lt to a high-end
PCM type D-A converter.
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TEST AND MEASUREMENT

in the ctrcutt are 'glue' between these
key elements.
The EPROM, lC3, is connected to

the DSP only, and directly. The
EPROM contains a set of codes which
are loaded by the DSP to enable it to
start ('boot'l at power-on. The fact that
the etght data outputs of the EPROM
are connected to datalines Da-DIs of
the DSP is not amistake. The same
goes for the circumstance that
dataltnes 00-D7 of the DSP are not
used. Inside the DSP, three 8-bit wide
bytes are converted tnto a 24-bit ward,
which ts subsequently stored in the
program memory.
The block diagram in Fig. 2 shows

the structure of a circutt based on the
ADSP-2105. The boot EPROM has a
width of etght bits; the data memory
and the 1/0 components have a width
of 16 bits; and the program memory, a
width of 24 bits. The extemal address
bus of the ADSP is reserved for drivtng
the EPROM. In addition, A13 and WR
are used to generate an acknowledge
stgnal via four NAND gates which
mimie a bistable. The acknowledge sig-
nal ts used by the processor to indicate
that a command Of tnatructton ts un-
derstood. The computer can read back
the acknowledge stgnal (CSTEA and
CSTEB) via the 8255 pp!. It responds
by returning a CFF signal which resets
the acknowledge generator ü.e. the
NAND-based bistable). Because the
EPROM is only required to boot the
DSP. there is no link between this
memory and the PC's expansion bus.
Durtng the boot operation, the DSP
fetches the code from the EPROM, and
stores it its internal program meruory.
The complete address bus, the chip

select !ines and the databus of the
EPROM are connected to the OSP only.
After the boot-up operation, the DSP
no Ionger uses the code contatned in
the EPROM. lt then warte until the
system has to be started again.
The DSP supplies aserial data sig-

nal (OT1 on pin 52), a clock signal
(CLKOUTon pin 43) and a flag signal
(TFS1 on pin 53). The serial clock sig-
nal is applied to the dtgttal-to-ana-
logue converter (DAC), but tt is also
read back by the ADSP via the SCLKI
input, pin 56.
The DAC used is a type AD1851

PCM audio digtttzer from Analog
Deviccs. There ts little to say about the
DAC proper. The device has a resolu-
tion of 16 bits, and is suitable for tripIe
oversampling (a feature which ts not
used in the present app!ication). The
stgnal to noise ratto is about 96 dB.
The AD1851 is specially destgned for
use in high-end CD players, digital
ampltflers: DAT recorders, synthestz-
ers and keyboards. The maximum
clock rate for the serial input data is
12.5 MHz. In the present ctrcutt. a
clock of 10 MHz is used.

IClOCK OR CRYSTAL I
• fit

CLKIN XTAL CLKOUT

....... RESeT SCU<1

....... iRci2 TFS1 OR IRal

....... BR
ADSP-2105 SERTAL SERIAL

PORT RFSl OR IAQO DEVICE-- So DTl0RFO
(O"1JONAI..)

....... DRl OR FI
MMAP

PMs RDWfi ADDR DATA DMS iMS

1~ 2' I

~f-f-- Dzi.'12 J
2' 1. 1~f.)~:r

A D es A D es A Des

- L-. OE BOOT

OE OE MEMORY
(OPTJONAL)

(01'nONAL) (OP'TfONAI..) 250",- E.G., EPROM
WE WE DATA 2164

MEMORY 27128
PROGRAM • 272S6
MEMORY PER1PHERALS 27512

NOTE: THE TWO MSBs OF THE BOOT EPROM ADDRESS ARE ALSO THE TWO MSBs
OFTHE DATA BUS. THISfSONLY REOUIRED FORTHE 2n56 AN027512.

950014-12

Fig.2. The ADSP-210S from Analog Devices uses three different bus widths, 8, 16 and 24-bit,
for its memory functions.

The DAC output signal may reach
buffer ICII via three different routes.
DIP swttch SI enables you to select a
direct connection, without any kind of
flltertng. or the Inser-tion of one of two
passive Iow-pass filters. If the section
conststing of Rs and Ca is selected, the
roll-off frequency of the filter lies at
about 320 kHz. If the other section,
R,-C4• is selected, the roll-off Ire-
quency becomes 72 kHz. Switching off
the filters ts useful if noise or rcctan-
gular srgnals are required. The best
waveforrns are obtained when the 320-
kHz roll-off Is selected. Only the
square waves are then 'rounded' a bit.
The other roll-off. 72-kHz, is ideal for a
perfect sinewave over the entire audio
range. At lugher frequencies, however,
non-sinusoidal waveshapes are se-
verely dtstor-ted by lhis setring. whtch
is not suitable for generating white
noise either.
After buffering by an LF351 opamp

(IC,,). the Signal is available on two
oulputs (Kl and K2) at an output im-
pedance of 47 n.
The power supply is based on two

integrated regulators, ICl2 for the
+12 V!ine, and ICl3, for the -5 V line.
The last sections of the circutt to be

discussed are the address decoder and

the link between lhe 8255 and the PC.
The address decoder compares the bit
pattern set on swttch block 52 with
that on address lines A2-A9. If the pat-
tcms match, and AEN is active, output
P=Q drops low, and an enable Signal is
generated via JC7. The enable Signal is
only passed, by the way, tf IOR or IOW
is active at the same time. When the
selection signal is present, IC6 is
switched on, and its databus inputs
recetve the levels present on the PC's
databus. Together with the low-order
addrees lines AO and Al, these drive
stgnals RES (reset) 10W (WR) and 10R
(RD), the selection stgnal enables the
PC and the PPI to exchange data. Here.
the 8255 takes four mcmory locations.

Construction
As already mentioned, the ctrcutt is
designed as an insertion card for PCs.
The copper track layouts and the com-
ponent mounting plan of the double-
sided through-plated printed crrcutt
board designed for the function gener-
ator are shown in Fig. 3. This board ts
avaiJable ready-made through the
Readers Services, along with the con-
trol software on diskette, and the pro-
grammed EPROM.
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Fig. 3a. Copper track layouts (direct-reading) ot the double-sided PCB designed tor the tunction generator. Board available ready-made
through the Readers Services (see page 78).
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TEST AND MEASUREMENT

Fig. 3b. Component mounting plan.

COMPONENTS LISTPopulating the PCB is mostly rou-
tine work, and is not expected to cause
undue problems. It is recommenced to
use good-quality sockets for all ICs,
except, of course, the two voltage regu-
lators. All electrolytic capacitors are
radial types for upright mounting.
Make sure of their ortentation (polar-
ity!) before soldering these devices in
place. The same goes for the ICs, al-
though these are fitted in sockets
rather than soldered.
Connectors KI and K2 are mounted

on the PC insertion card fixing bracket
before this is secured to the PCB. The
BNC and 'jack' type sockets require
holes to be drilled in the bracket. Some
PCB material below the BNC socket
has to be removed to leave room for the
nut that holds the socket in place. The
bracket should also have a reetangular
hole through which the levers of DIP
switch SI can be accessed.
Set the card address before insert-

ing the card into a free expansion bus
slot in the PC. The default address set-
ting for this type of card is 300H ('ex-
perimental' according to the IBM 1/0
standard), which is set with switches 3
through 8 to 'ori', and switches 1 and 2
to 'off'. Initially, select no filtering by
setting all switches in SI to 'off'.

K2 = 3.5 mm dia. stereo headphones
socket.
S, = 4-way DIP-switch.
S2 = 8-way DIP"switch.
X, = quartz crystal 10 MHz.
Fixing bracket for PC insertion card,
Vero type 427-59702K.
PCB, EPROM and disk: available as a
set, order code: 950014-C (see page
70). Diskette also available separately:
order code 956001-1.

Resistors:
R, = SIL array 8x10kO
R2;R4 = 2200
R3=3300
Rs = 470

Capacitors:
C,;C2 = 22pF
C3=1nF5
C4 = 10nF
CS;C6;C'3;C'4;C27 = 100l1F 16V radial
C7-C'2;CWC25 = 100nF
C26;C28-C32= 111F40V radial * Analog Devices, Worldwide

Headquarters, One Technology Way,
P.O. Box 9106, Norwood, MA 02062-
9106, U.S.A. Tel. (+1) 617 329-4700, fax
r-1) 617 326-8703.
UK distributors: Arrow Electronics Ud.
(01234) 270777; Jermyn Distribution
(01732) 743743; Polar Electronics Ltd.
(01525) 377093.
Kits for this project available from C-I
Electronics, P.O. Box 22089, NL-6360-
AB Nuth, The Netherlands. Fax (+31)
45241877.

Semiconductors:
IC, = ADSP2105 (Analog Devices)*
IC2 = AD1851N (Analog Devices)*
IC3 = 27C512 EPROM (order code
956501-1, see page 78)
IC4 = 74HCT688
ICs = 74HCT245
IC6 = 82C55
IC7;IC,0 = 74HCTOO
IC8 = 74HCT02
ICg = 74HCT04
IC" = LF351
IC,2 = 7805
IC,3= 7905

Miscellaneous:
K, = BNC socket.Control software

Good as the hardware may be, it is
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DSP FUNCTION GENERATOR

ADSP-2105 FROM ANALOG DEVICES

The ADSP-2105 is a single-chip microcomputer optimized for
digital signal processing (DSP) and other hiqh-speed numeric
processing appllcations. It5 instruction set is a fully compatible
superset of the ADSP-2100 instruction set. It combines the
complete AOSP-2100 architecture (three computational units,
data/address generators and a program sequencer) with a
serial port, a programmable timer, extensive interrupt
capabilities and on-chip program and data memory RAM. The
block diagram shows the structure of the processor, and the
parts which belang to the basis architecture. The chip has
512 words of (16-bit) data memory RAM and 1 K words of (24-
bit) program memory RAM on chip.
The ADSP-2105 ls the industry's leading cast/performance OSP.
It afters a direct upgrade path to more highly integrated and
higher performance OSP processors such as the ADSP~2101
and ADSP-2111. Designers selecting the ADSP-2105 will be able
to preserve their Investment in ADSP21xx development tools
requiring the added features found on the higher-grade DSPs in
the 2100 family.
The ADSP~2105 is feature and instruction set compatible with the ADSP-2101. The only differences are the sizes of the on-chip
memories (half the size of the ADSP-2101's), the number of serial ports (one instead of two) and the processor speed. The ADSP~
2105 serial port (SPORT) is identical to SPORT1 of the ADSP-2101.
The ADSP-2105's flexible architecture and comprehensive instruction set support a high degree of operational parallelism. In one
cyele the ADSP-2105 can:

Fabricated in a high-speed double-laver metal CMOS process, the ADSP~2105 operates with a 100-ns instruction cvcla time. Every
instruction executes in one cvc!e. Fabrication in CMOS results in low dissipation. The ADSP-2105 dissipates less than 1 Wunder
all conditions, and no more than 80 mW under standbv conditions.

Digital signal generation
With periodic signals, sampies of one period are stored in memory. Next, the successive va lues are sent one after one to the
DSP's output. The frequency of the output signal may be changed by varying the step size at which data is fetched trom a look-up
table. The address generators contained in the ADSP-21xx processors allow this to be achieved in a simple way because the table
start address. the step size and the table length can be programmed with the aid of individual registers. After fetching a table
entry, the processor automatically increases the address by the dealred step size. If the length of the table is exceeded, the pointer
autornatlcallv wraps around to the start of the table. In this wav, a cyclic buffer/table may be created. provided each waveform is
described bv a data from aseparate table contained in the memory.
The serial datastream at the DSP's output is converted into an analogue signal by a DAC. The OAC is usually followed by a low-
pass filter which removes the steps from the signal. The diagram below shows how a digital sinewave is created.

- generate the next program address
- fetch the next instruction
- perform one or two data moves
- update one or two data address pointers
- perform a computational operation
- receive or transmit data via the serial port

o : 1 2 3 i 4', ,5 I ~ :,' 7 110 ,: 1.0, , , : : !
0.6.2.8.4 3.6,::,: / 0.4

-. ; t t /'
'\ , : , ,
'~~A_-i' : ~"u , : /...'..89--..09--, : , /'... : ';-, A ,i'~o~...::~,,~- 950014 ·16

ODENOTES A SAMPLE POINT

'- ADSP·2100 BASE
ARCHITl::CT\IRE
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TEST AND MEASUREMENT

Fig. 4. Finished insertion card. The switches in block 51 are accessible from the rear of the
pe through a hole in the aluminium fixing bracket attached to the card.

useless without the appropriate soft-
ware. The present projcct is supported
by a couple of programs which allow
the function generator to be controlled

from DOS as weIl as from Windows.
The Windows software Is much more
extensive than the DOS version, and
offers extra features such as defining

Versatile DSP-Generator

Eile setup J.!ser~FunctJon .wobbel .Moise D:isplay_lnput ~eclal

-Amplitude

20 30

~ 1~ I I .L::::,..
GJI~II~

~U'
0.1 Hz tc 5D KH<: I 0 to +3 Volt ----r.11

~ 1 ~ I 11 .L::::,..1
jKHz11~II ~ I

OUIPUI I'Itnc\ion

Reetangle TJ'ü:mgle Sa.....tocth Noise User PuncticnSine

Electronics
& Informarics

Versatile
DSP-Generator

Fig. 5. Screendump 01the Windows program. Note the two panel meters with combined ana-
togue/digital readouts.

an arbttrary waveshape, a hearing test
and a sweep (wobbulator) function.
The DOS program. COMGEN, gives

the DSP eard the funetionality of an
ordinary, simple funcüon generator for
audio stgnals It takes tts commands
and parameters from the DOS com-
mand Une. Parameters are separated
by a eomma. When COMGEN is fol-
lowed by a ? or Help, all options are
shown on the screen.
The DOS eommand format ts
COMGEN P: A: F: type:

P: sets the port address, for in-
stanee, 308. The desired ad-
dress must be ente red in
hexadeeimal after P:. The de-
fault address is 300.
sets the output level (amplt-
tude) in millivolts.
sets the frequency in hertz.
SIN for sine wave;
REC for reetangular wave;
TRI for triangular wave;
SAWfor sawtooth;
WHr for white notse:
PIN for pink noise.

A:

F:
type:

The first time you use COMGENafter a
system reset, it must be followed by a
LOAD eommand. This resets the DSP
eard and starts the DSP program. For
example:

COMGEN LOAD A:l000 WH!

causes the generator to supply white
noise at an output level of I V. The
card address ts 300H.

ForWindows, too
Windows users are treated to the per-
feet looks ofmouse-operated on-screen
buttons and pull-down menus, in
short, a graphics user interface. The
Windows software is on the same
diskette as the DOS program .
After installing the Windows version

of the program. you are ready to oper-
ate the DSP eard without bothering to
consult the users' guide. The mini-
mum rcqutremente of the program are:
Windows 3.1 or later, 2 MBytes free on
the hard disk, and a VGAcard.
After clicking away the title screen,

the gcncrator's control panel appears
on the screen. The eye catchers are
two large panel meters with combined
analogue and digital read-outs. The
left-hand meter indicates the set stgnal
frequeney, and the left-hand meter.
the stgnal level. Six push-buttons and
a slide potentiometer allow the fre-
quency and the level of the generator
output Signal to be set as desired.
A menu bar at the top of the screen

gtves access to a number of specific
functions tncludtng a swept-frequency
generator (wobbulatorJ. white or pink
noise generator, and a hearing test.
The menu bar also takes you into the
advanced configuration options. A full-
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DSP FUNCrmN"GEHERATORcescmec In üus lssue.
kl!. inel. PCB, EPRDM, sunware on disk and manual NlG 289.00, P&P 15.00

Individual parts also avauable:
ADSP-2105KP40 5900
68-pln PlCC socret.; .....4.75
AD1851N.. .... .4300

82C55 9.75
4 way DIP sWltch, side oo 3.75
8-way DIP switch .4.00
pe caro bracket .4.75

SurTound'sound processoT
Kit. inel. case end PCS, exer. mains
lranslormer .. 299.00

P&P 20.00
2~F2 MKT 5mm 1.15
100pF polystyrene 2.45
100nF ceramie 0.40
1~F MKT 5mm .. . 0.95
4700~F 25V radial, , 3.75
100!lH cbore.. .. 0.85
150!JH cnote ,., 0.85
MV5491A.. .. 2.25
NE5532N... .. 1.90
MN31 01 .. . _ 12.95
MN300B.. • 65,00
TL072CP.... • 1.75
NE571N, ,.. , 12.50
TLOB4CP... . 1,BO
TDAI 074A 15.00
TOA2040 15.00
Phuno socket. gold'plaled 2.35
8Bl02 _ 4.75
V23037-A2-Al0l relay 9.75
SK57/37.5mm healsink 29.50

Ceramic washer AOS220.... ..1.95
Gase ET32J04 54.00

P&P15.00
Infra-red light dimmer
300~H 3A choke.i.; .. ..__ 5.50
880C1500.. . __..__ .4.00
TIC206D... .. 1.80
SFH506-36 , 11.50
SAA3049 _.. . 16.75
CNY65.... . .4.65
SLB05B7 , 9.75

47jJH choke 0.85
BAT85 0.85
B80C1500 4.00
74HCU04 1.25
YM3623B 85.00
PCMl710U 90.00
74HC86 0.95
NE5532N 0.90
PCB termmal bleck 1.25
G2.3-FT12 4.75
VTR32091ranslormer 27.50
16MHz crystat .4.10
11.2896 MHz crystal 9.75
V23042-A2005-Bl01 relay 12.50
Case ESM Er 24/04 39.00

P&P 20.00

P .0.S.1. dlagnostic card
Kif, incl. PCS and GALs ... ,........ 119.00

P&P 12_50
BAT85 " 0.85
HD1107D __" 5.00
S-way DIP swltch ._ 3.25

Selt-Ioadlng EEPROM X88C64 SLIC
8OC31.. . 21.50
X8BC64 SLlC .45.00
MAX232N 5.95
a-wav sub-D PCB mcunt 3.50
6·way mlni-DiN socket. 2.85
11.0592 MHz crystal 4.10
SLiC design kil 95.00

MIDI multlplexor
Kit, incl. PCB and case 129.00

P&P 20.00

t-te-a-snese converter
Kit. inel. case. PCB. GAL
and EPROM 699.00

P&P 50.00
Mini audlo OAC
Kit. inet. ease and PCB 349.00

P&P 25.00
Polystyrene c's (1%) 2.45 each
2~F2 MKT 50V 1.95

Oebugging 8031/51 pC systems
74HCT541 2.75
MAX232N 5.95
9'way sub-D PC8 mcont., 3.50
3-way jumper __1.25

ilt:fli§l,\,t1jP@
ispLSi Starter klt
Original Lamee klt" ..__ 199.00

P&P 15.00
In-car audio ampUller (3)
Many parts can be supplled. See our
mmr-cataiocue tor prices and availability

Solid-stale disk
Kil, incl PCB. EPROM. OK RAM .... 215.00

P&P 15.00
611024 RAM (each) 39.00

Simple capaeltance meter
Kit. lncl. DVM mccure anc case .... 169.0Q

P&P 15.00
LM358LP-2.5 3.75

BAT82 0.85
Polypropylene c's 2.45 each
nC279CP 6.75
TLC274CP 2.85
DVM module 39.50

TV une monitor
LM1881 13.25
74HCT221 1.75
HD11070 5.00
PCB mount RCA socket 2..45
Oigitlsl presskey w. eap ,3.50

Discrete p~amplifier
MAT02 17.50
MAT03FH 18.50 3

OP77GP 4.15
8CS60G 0_60 4 "

8C55OC 0.60 ~
8C337-40 _, 2.80
8C327·40 _ __2,80

In-car audio amplifier (1)
Many parts can be suppfied See our
mns-catarccue tor crtces and availabiüty

Robusl AF pawer amplifler
Semlconcuctcr set 19.50
100IlFbijl{llarC .. , .4.75 1I

Heatsink set, incl. washers .47.50
P&P 10.00

2200IlF 40V radial 6.75Medlom-Ildelity power ampllfier
0.220 5W low-induclance .4.95
Transistor set Tl-T7 __ t9.50
SK85fi5 neatsrnk 29.75
Ceramie washer TOP3 1.95
LM1037N 14.75
NE5532N 4.50
T709G gold'plaled sooer 2.35
V23042-A2005-8101 relay 12.50
SI(129/25.4 heatslnk 5.35
10,OOOIlF50V radial cap 27.50
Other parts available. please enquire.

General-purposlt IR val control
Alps 20KAX2 meter-driven stereo pol,
20kn 10g 85.oo
SFH506-38 __ 11.50
SAA3049 16.75
BC639/640 ..__ 0.95
4MHz crystal _4.1 0
BSI70 1.55

Edlt User Funcücn

@!fi,fj@b
80C535 enensfon board
xnrnct. PCB anc disk,
exct LCD .. 165.00

Anemometer and Ilow meier
MPXl ODP _.49.75
teo multiturn cermet 2.75
5kil multiturn carrnet.c... _ 2.75
250n mulliturn cermet 2.75
8AT85.. . .. -._0.85
4·way PC8 socket ,,, 1.55

Wli!ffifl!l!,@t.M
BOC451 conlrnller board
SC80C451 CCA68 .. , 39.50
74HCT573 2.75

:viiF/iiiiF-RECElvüi-------------------l
iEEMay 1993. Kil. exct, Tr1... 345,00:
L~~P_~~~!~~~_~~~i~~~~_~~~~~~~e~~:J

We bave much rnore tban can be Hsted here CATAI aGilE AGA!NST ONE IRC

C-I Eleclronlcs P.O.Box 22089 NL-6360-ABNulh
TheNelherlands 'U', 1+31145 241877
• Fned enqumes may be answered by mall Piease always Iax yeur romplBle address.
Enciese one IRe with all ccrreeponoence. Prtces are in Dutcb ncncere (NLG). subject
to change wlthüu! prior nouce. and excrusive 01 P&P.
Private eustomers in EU ccuntrtes add BTW (sales lax) at 17.5%, tnen P&P.
P&P componenls: NLG 12_50 (outside Europa): NLG 8.50 (Europe). P&P kils: as
stated In advert ur cataiocue. Extensive orderlng Inlo suppfied wifh cataloguB
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screen editor is available for the user
to cornpose a waveform .
Six buttons at the bottom of the

screen enable the desired waveform to
be selected. If the 'user' function is se-
lected, the edit screen for this functton
has to be opened via the menu bar.
The tools which are then offered en-
able just about any waveform to be
created - see Fig. 6.
Unfortunately, a full descrtpuon of

all features offered by the Windows
software is beyond the scope of thts ar-
tic1e. However, the structure of the
pro gram is so clear that most ques-
tions can be answered simply by navt-
gating through the different menus.
Furthermore, a 17-page users: manual
is available separately, which dts-
cusses the operanon of the Windows
software in great detail. The order code
of this 'paperware' Is 950014-P.

(950014)

Fig. 6. The Wave Editor in action. Compose
your own waveform by drawing it!



THE DIGITAL SOLUTION
Part 4 - Analogue to digital

Last month we saw how bi-
nary information may be

presented to a digital circuit.
Binary information is essen-
tially of the yes/no, true/false,
off/on, high/low, variety. It has
only two states or tWQ levels.
Much of the information we
wish to process in a digital cir-
cuit is not like this. It is nu-
merieal information that ean
take any value within a given
range. For example, we might
wish to re cord digitally tbe
temperature of a room, which
may take any value within a
range of, say, 5° to 35°. Or we
may wish to process the rapid
changes in air pressure that
we eall sound, 01' the bright-
ness levels that go to make up
a TVimage.
The first stage in processing

such quantities is to convert
them into their electrical ana-
logue values. Usually these
values are expressed as volt-
ages. These are not the same
as those in a digital circuit,
which can have only two
values, low and high. Analogue
voltages can take any value
within a given range, and
change smooth ly from one
value to another. The electrical
analogue of asound wave is a
vo1tage whose changes are
analogous to the changes in air
pressure of the original sound.
Before the analogue voltage
can be processed in a digital
circuit, we must convert it into
its digital equivalent. For this,
we use an analogue-to-digital
canoerter, known briefly as an
ADe.
Analogue quantities are

represented in the digital cir-
cuit as numbers on the binary
scale. The individual binary
digits (or bits) bave the value 0
or 1, and these values are rep-
resented by a low or high volt-
age. A binary number of sev-
eral bits is represented by a
number of registers set tc 0 or
1, or by tbe low and higb volt-
ages on a set (or bus) of data
Iines. The more precisely we
want to express the quantity,
the more bits, register or da ta
lines we use.
If we use eigbt bits, tbe

By Owen Bishop

In this series we look closely at digital electronics,
what it is, what it does, how it works, and its

promise for the future.

range of possible values is
from 00000000 to 11111111.
This is from 0 to 255 in deci-
mal, so tbere are 256 (=28)pos-
sible values. If the quantity is
a voltage which may range
from 0 V to 1 V, there are 256
steps in this range. One step
(an increase of the binary
value by 1) is equivalent to a
value cbange of 1/256
= 0.0039 V. If we wisb to ex-
press values more precisely
than this, we must increase
the numher of bits. Witb 12
bits, the range is from 0 to
4095, witb 4096 (= 212)pos si-
ble values. The difference be-
tween adjacent values is re-
duced to 0.00024 V. In tbe cir-
cuit we describe below we as-
sume that we are working with
eight hite, but the operation of
the circuit is the same, irre-
spective of the number of bits.
There are several distinct

ways of converting values from
analogue to digital form. We
describe the most important
techniques and outline their
advantages and disadvan-
tages. The circuit diagrams
show the converters as a num-
ber of functional blocks. In
most cases, it would be possi-
ble to assemble the converter
from these unite separately.
But norrnally, the complete
converter ia available as an in-
tegrated circuit, needing per-
haps only a few extern al ca-
pacitors and resistors.

Counter converter
The interesting point about
the ADC in Fig. 31 is tbat it is
based on a DAC, a digital-to-
analogue converter. The action
of DACs will be described in a
future insta1ment. For the pre-
sent, we limit ourselves to say-
ing tbat a DAC accepts a digi-
tal input and produces the

equivalent analogue output
within a range extending from
o V up to apreset maximum.
In the figure, tbe eigbt digital
inputs, Da to D7, of tbe DAC
are fed from the outputs of an
8-bit counter. To start the COD-

version, the counter is reset so
tbat all outputs are O. Reset-
ting and var-ious other opera-
tions are performed by a
simple control circuit consist-
ing of a number of logic gates.
The precise nature of the con-
trol circuit is not relevant to
the description of the opera-
tion of the converter.
The all-zero input to the

DAC results in it giving a 0 V
output, and we assume that
there is a positive voltage at
the analogue input terminal.
The + input of the comparator
is therefore greater than the
- input, so its output swings to
logic high. A high input on one
input of the ANDgate caues its
output to follow tbe level on
the other input. Pulses from
the clock pass tbrough the AND
gate and increase the counter.

The increasing output from the
counter passes to the DAC and
its output rises. If this process
is alJowed to continue, the volt-
age from the DAC increases in
256 steps from 0 V up to tbe
maximum. In a typical con-
verter it is arranged that the
voltage increases in steps of
0.01 V from 0 V to 2.55 V. For
as long as tbe output from tbe
DAC is less than tbe analogue
input voltage, pulses continue
to pass to the counter and the
count increases. Eventually,
provided the analogue voltage
is not greater than 2.55 V, an
incremental step takes the
DAC output just above tbe
analogue voltage. Instantly,
the output of the comparator
swings low and stays low. No
more pulses pass to the
counter, which remains regis-
tering the count it has
reached.
A signal from the control

circuit informs the next stage
of the digital circuit that con-
version 1Scomplete. The eight
output lines indicate the bi-
nary value corresponding to
the analogue voltage. In some
converters, this .value is held
on a series of eight registers or
latches, while the counter is
reset and counting begins
again to find the new value of
the analogue input.
The counter converter is

CLOCK CLOCK COUNTER

Q7Q6QSQ4Q3Q2Q1 QO

ALOGUE &

~+ t-----c

rC~MPARATOR
D7 D6 os D4 03 02 01 DO

DAC

0'

06

oe
D4

'DIGITAL03

oa
0'

00
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Fig.31
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THE DIGITAL SOLUTION - PART 4 m
CLOCK IL

CONTROL
-

07 06 OS 04 D3 02 Cl CO

lOGUE

=[>- 01 06 OS 04 D3 02 01 00

REGISTER

07 06 OS D4 Da 02 01 00

COMPARATOR

f------o
07 D6 OS 04 03 D2 01 DO

OAC

Control
output

DAC Comparator OUtput
output (V)

high
low
high
high
lcw
high
low
correct; retain the present setting
for that digit
high
correct; conversion complete

00000000
10000000
01000000
01100000
01110000
01101000
01100100
01100110

0.00
1.28
0.64
0.96
1.12
1.04
1.00
1.02

ANAo

01100111
0110011Q

1.03
1.02

D'
D6

oe

'" 'DIGITAL
D3

oa
or
00

Table 1

is varying by fairly sm all
amounts between consecutive
conversioae, the counter never
has far to count to match the
DAC output to the analogue
input. It may take only a few
steps for each conversion,
which makes conversion much
quicker and more accurate.
Also, conversions are COID-

pleted at more regular inter-
vals.
The main disadvantage of

the tracking counter ADe is
that, if the input voltage is
constant, tbe counter is made
to count up and down alter-
nately at each conversion,
which causes its output to 05-
cillate.

is 2.55 V (equivalent to 256
steps, or a count of 11111111),
the output is 1.28 V. If the ana-
logue input 15 greater than
this, the comparator output re-
mains high and the next digit,
D6, is made high. The value
11000000 produces a DAC out-
put of 1.92 V. However, if the
analogue input ie smaller than
1.28 V, D7 is made 0 and D6 is
made 1. The value 01000000
makes the DAC output change
to 0.64 V. Suppose that the
analogue input 1Ssmaller than
1.28 V,but greater than 0.64 V.
The range of possible voltages
has been narrowed down. At
the next clock pulse, the con-
trol output is changed to
01100000 (0.96 V) and, assum-
ing this turns out to be too
high, to 01010000 (0.80 V).
The range has been narrowed
to 0.64--0.80 V.
Working along the row of

digits, the control circuit cuts
the remaining range into tWQ

halves at each stage and de-
eides whether the analogue
input is in the upper half or
lower half of the range. This ia
the technique of successive ap-
proximation. It hornes on the
correct analogue value in nine
clock pulses.
Ta make the routine elear,

follow the sequence as it
hornes on an analogue input of
1.02 V (see Table 1, in which
the newly changed digit is un-
derlined).
The binary search for the

correct value, continually halv-
ing the range and selecting the
appropriate half, is fast. It
makes this type of ADC one of
the fastest of those described
here. There is one slight com-
plication: if the analogue volt-
age is changing rapidly, the
circuit might not horne on it

940120 -IV - 42

Fig.32

available as an inexpensive IC,
the ZN425E. It ia easy to set
up and use. One of its disad-
vantages is that it is slow. A
more serious drawback is that
the time taken for conversion
depends on the analogue volt-
age. For example, with steps of
0.01 V, an analogue voltage of
0.05 V is matched after only
five steps, but it takes 200
steps (40x as long) to match an
input of 2 V. This means that a
relatively high input voltage is
sampled less often than a low
input, so rapid changes in the
voltages are followed less accu-
rately. Another puint is that
the input is allowed to change
while counting proceeds.
Sometimes, the input may be
increasing slightly ahead of
the count, whereas at other
times it may fall to meet the
count. As a result of this, the
input is converted at irregular
intervals.

A variation on the counter
type of ADC has the clock
pulses going directly to the
counter, and there is 00 AND
gate. The counter is an
up/down type, with an 'up'
input and a 'down' input. The
counter 1S increased on cach
clock pulse when the 'up' input
1S high, but decreased when
tbe 'down' input is high. Both
inputs are fed from the COID-

para tor and there are two situ-
ations:
1. analogue i.nput higher than
DAC output ~ camp ara tor
output high ~ counter in-
creased.

2. Analogue input lower than
DAC output -7 comparator
input low ~ counter de-
creased.

'I'his makes the counter follow
the changes in analogue input
instead of being reset and hav-
ing to count up for every con-
version. If the analogue input

Successive approximation
An ADC using successive ap-
proximation 1S shown In

Fig. 32. It has some features
in common with the counter
type: it has a DAC, clock, and
comparator, but no counter. In-
stead of the counter, it has a
control circuit which feeds its
output to an 8-bit register. The
register holds the values it re-
ceives from the contrcl, and
passes them to the DAC. The
clock causes the control to step
through its program.
At the beginning of a con-

version, the register is set to
00000000 by the control and
the output of the DAC is 0 V.
The analogue input is greater
than this, so the comparator
output swings high. This level
causes digit D7of the control to
go high, so that its output Is
10000000. This is held in the
register and fed to the DAC.
The effect of this is to cause
the output of the DAC to rise
to its half-way value. For ex-
ample, if tbe maximum value

TO
COMPARATOR

Ü~
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GENERAL INTEREST

sufficiently quickly. The input
might 'slip through the net'
and not be found. Ta guard
against this, it is necessary in
some high-speed applications
to hold the analogue input eon-
stant while it is being eon-
verted. This is done by the use
of a sample-and-hold circuit.
A typical sample-and-hold

circuit is shown in Fig. 33.
The analogue switch is a digi-
tally controlled (or electronic)
type. Unusually for a digital
circuit, its input can take any
value between 0 V and the +ve
supply voltage, and its output
takes the same value as its
input. When the contral input
is low, the input and output
are isolated from each other,
with a typical leakage current
of 1.5 nA. When the control is
high, the switch is turned on
and has an input-ta-output re-
sistance of about 250 Q. Ta
sam ple the analogue voltage,
the switch is turned on by a
high pulse from the control cir-
cuit. During this pulse, the ea-
pacitor is charged to the input
Yoltage. When the pulse ends,
the switch is turned off and
the capacitor holds its charge;
~t can not leak away through
the switch. The operation al
amplifier has a very high input
impedance, so the charge ean
not leak away in that direc-
tion, either. The op amp is
wired as a voltage follower, so
its output equals the sampled
voltage and is converted to
digital form by the ADe. The
switch is then opened to allow
the capacitor to be reeharged
to the most recent analogue
level, ready for the next sam-
pling.

Dual slope integration
the dual slope integration
type of ADe relies on an en-
tirely different principle. It is

i
UOUT

c

OP AMP

based on an op amp wired as
an integrator as shown in
Fig. 34. At the beginning of a
conversion cycle, the capacitor
1S discharged, and the counter
is reset to zero. The double-
throw analogue switcb 1S set to
connect the op amp to the 10-
eoming analogue voltage. The
output of an integrator is a
ramp and, assuming the capac-
itor is discharged to begin
with:

f'eu.; = (-1/ Re)Jo V'odt

The control lets the output
ramp down (or up, if the ana-
logue voltage is negative) for a
fixed number of clock pulses.
We will assume that the input
is negative and that the output
voltage ramps up to +Ut. Then,
the analogue switch is changed
to connect the op amp to a ref-
erence voltage. The reference
voltage has the opposite polar-
ity to the analogue input. This
is easily arranged, because the
comparator will already have
informed control of the polarity
ofthe charge during the charg-
ing phase.
The discharge phase lasts

oL-~I.~========;=========~.jl~.====;===~.~I--
tc td

(AXED) -----. t
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for as long as it takes the ca-
pacitor to become discharged
to bring the op amp output
back to zero. The length of this
phase, ld' is measured by
counting clock pulses. During
the charging phase, the slope
of the ramp at any instant de-
pends on the magnitude of the
analogue voltage, but the time
of charging is fixed. The output
voltage reached by the op amp
depends on the average ana-

logue input and on R and C
(see Fig. 35). During the dis-
charge phase, the slope of the
ramp is fixed. The time taken
to reach zero depends on the
slope and the output voltage
reached at the end of the
ebarging period. Sinee U, ia
proportional to Uin and td is
proportional to Utt td ia pro-
portional to Uin. Rand C
merely act as scale factars and
apply to both: periods, so their

R

R

R

R

R

R

ANALOGUE
VOLTAGE

QU-------'

Fig.36
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U-to-F

values eancel out of the calcu-
lation. We are left with:

We have already noted that
the values of Rand C do not
affect the calculation of Uin.
This means that the precision
of the converslon does not rely
on the use of a high-precision
resistor and capacitor. The re-
sult is unaffected even if the
resistor and capacitor values
change over aperiod of time
owing to ageing. In addition,
the charging and discharge
times appear in the equation
as a ratio. We need to count
only the numbers of cloek
pulses (easy to do digitally),
but the precise length of the
pulses is unimportant. Finally,
the integrating action of the
op amp means that it is the av-
erage value of Uinthat is being
measured. Noise on the input
is largely ignored. The only
critical value in the equation is
that of the voltage referenee; a
high preeision reference is es-
sential and is easily provided.
As a result of the factors

listed above, the dual slope
ADe has high precieion and
stability. For this reason, it is
often used in instrumentation

a RAMP

r-i

0'

'"COUNTER ce DIGITAL•CLOCK ""
03

'"
01

00
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applications, such as digital
voltmeters.

Flash converter
The converters described so far
all rely on counting circuits
and an appreciable time is re-
quired, therefore, for eaeh con-
version. An 8-bit successive ap-
proximation converter, for in-
stance, with a typieal clock
rate of 900 kHz, requires nine
clock periods, that is, 10 us.
One hundred thousand conver-
sions per second is, however,
more than the other types can
aehieve. Although such a high
conversion rate is adequate for
most purposes, there are appli-
cations where higher rates are
essential. For example, conver-
sion of analogue video signals
in real time requires several
million sam pies per second,
often to at least 12-bit accu-
racy. For purposes such as
this, we use flash conversion
which, as its name implies, is
very fast. The principle is illus-
trated in Fig. 36, which shows
a 3-bit converter.
For aresolution of n bits,

we have achain of 2n resistors,
fabricated on a silicon chip,
connected between a reference
voltage and ground. The result

is a series of tapping points at
precisely known and equally
spaced voltages. If the resistor
value is R, with tbe top re-
sistor 3R/2 and the bottom re-
sistor R/2, the voltage aeross
each resistor is Vref/2n. The
voltage at each tapping point
is compared with the input
analogue voltage by aseries of
comparators. We need (2"-1)
comparators. For a given input
voltage, there will be a number
of comparators at the lower
end of the chain whieh have a
logic high output beeause tbe
analogue input voltage lS

greater than their reference
voltage. The remaining com-
para tors will have a logic low
output. The outputs of the
comparators are decoded by a
logic circuit which produces a
digital output representing the
input voltage. The time taken
for conversion is simply that
required for a comparator to
settle to a stable output level,
making it possible to perform
ten million or more conver-
sions per second.
The main disadvantage of

this type of converter is the
large number of comparators
required. An B-bit converter
needs 255 comparators. This
order of accuracy is not always
required in video circuits, so
6-bit converters are made that
need only 63 comparators.

Voltage to frequency
As mentioned earlier, there is
a tendeney in digital circuitry,
especially with the falling cost
of microprocessors and micro-
controllers, to replace hard-
ware solutions by software 50-

lutions. The converters de-
scribed so far in this article are
essentially hardware. Their
output is a binary number

b

--, --,
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which can be used directly by
subsequent digital circuits. A
uoltage·to-frequency (U·to·fJ
converter performs only part
of the analogue-to-digital pro-
cess, leaving the final stages to
be performed by software.
A V-to-f converter is a volt-

age-controlled oseillator with a
square-wave output. The VCO
found in the 4046 phase-locked
loop IC described in an earhes
instalment can be used as a
simple converter. The difficulty
1S that its response is not per-
feetly linear, so it is unsuitable
for use in several applications.
The 4152 is a VCO with 1%
linearity. It generates a square-
wave output in which the
pulses are of equal length and
their frequency is proportional
to the input analogue voltage.
The output from the JC can be
fed to a counter IC as in
Fig. 37. All that is needed to
complete the circuit 1S a mono-
stable to feed pulses from the
IC to the counter for a fixed
Iength of time. The count is
proportional to the analogue
voltage.
An alternative technique is

to feed the output from the
converter directly to an input
port of a microcontroller sys-
tem or microcomputer. Soft-
ware monitors the input and
counts the number of pulses
received during a given period
of time. Note that it is possible
to have a long lead joining th~
converter to the computer,
making this type of converter
suitable for remote measure-
ments.

Voltage to time
Voltage-to-time conversion is
another technique that lends
itself to software processing.
The 507C is a low-cost JC that
is able to perform a 7-bit con-
version, typically in 1 ms. It is
a single-slope eonverter that
consists of a counter driven by
an external clock and a DAC
which produces a descending
ramp voltage-see Fig. 38.
The ramp voltage is continu-
ously compared with the input
analogue voltage. Provided
that the input voltage is
greater than 200 mV, the out-
put of the IC goes high when-
ever the ramp voltage exceeds
the analogue voltage. Thus, we
obtain aseries of pulses at a
fixed frequeney (1/64x the clock
frequeney) hut with a pulse
width proportional to the input
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voltage. Figure 38h shows the
pulse width gradually decreas-
ing as the input voltage in-
creases.
In a digital application, the

output of this converter is fed
to the input of a digital timing
circuit or to a microcontrol1er
system. The length of the high
pulses is measured and, from
this information, the value of
the input analogue voltage is
calculated. As in the previous

example, the output is suitable
for transmission along a wire
and may be used, therefore, for
remote sensing. One point to
notice is that this is not an
analogue-to-digital converter:
it converts one analogue quan-
tity, voltage, into another ana-
logue quantity, time. But time
is an analogue quantity that is
more easily measured by soft-
ware.

[940120-1V]

Test yourself 4
1. Make a table of the succes-
sive approximation in an
8-hit ADC (Fig. 32) if the
maximum analogue input is 3. A flash converter has a 4-bit
2.55 V and actual input is output. How many com-
0.45 V. parators does it need? If the

reference voltage is 5 V,
what is the voltage across
each of the resistors in the
chain?

250 clock pulses to hecorne
discharged. What is the
value of Uin?

2. A dual slope ADC has R =
22 k.Q, C = 1 nF, clock rate =
2 MHz, and Urer = -5 V. The
capacitor takes 400 clock
pulses to get charged and
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TELEPHONE-CONTROLLED SWITCH
Design by H. Kiprowski

A switch, based on a PIC1 RISC2 processor, is described
that enables mains-operated equipment, such as a computer,

a coffee maker, or the central heating to be switched
on and off via a telephone line.

'"T"'he 'teleswttch' ts operated via a
1. telephone line and can swttch the
mafns on and off as often as required.
It is well-protected against unautho-
rized use and can be swttched to man-
ual operation so that It need not be un-
plugged when the user is at horne.
Moreover, it does not increase the tele-
phone bill since tt reacts to the bell stg-
nal: communtcaüon need not be estab-
Itshed.
The switch is based on a CMOS

RlSC processor Type PIC16C54LPOTP
frorn Microchip. This processor con-
tains 12 1/0 lines that can be pro-
grammed individually, tts own clock
oscillator, programmable internal reg-
isters that can serve as RAM, and 512
bytes of ROM.
The letters LP stand for Low Power,

mdtcaüng' that the processor draws a
minute current only.
The last three letters in the type

coding Indtcate One Time Program-
mable. This means that the PIC can be
programmed only once: it can not be
erased. This type of PIC is stgmficantly
less expensive than the types with a
wtndow and EPROM that can be pro-
gramrned and erased many times.
The clock stgnal may He between

d.c. and 400 kHz. Stnce in the present
application the Iow-frequency tele-
phone stgnal is used, an in expensive
32.768 kHz crystal can be used.

Circuit description
The circuit-see Fig. l-consists of
four dtsttnct secnons: power supply.
telephone interface, PIC and a relay-
operated switch.
The telephone interface ts connected

to the telephone line via terminals a
and b. Capaetters C7 and Cg prevent
the direct voltage on the telephone line
entering the swttch: only the 48 V bell
signal is passed by them. This alter-
nating voltage is half-wave rectified by
D2 and Itmtted to a level of -0.7 V to
+4.7 V. This voltage is app!ied to the
LED in optoisolator IC3, which then
lights. Reststor R5 keeps the current
within safe values. When the telephone

1= Peripheral Interface Controller
2= Reduced Instruction Set Coding

bell rings, a reetangular voltage of
about 5 V appears on the collector of
the optotransistor and thus at input
RB30fICI·
When the PIC is actuated by a bell

signal or manually by SI betng pressed,
tts output RBo becomes high. This
swttches on Tl, whtch in its turn ener-
gtzes the relay. Socket K2 ts then con-
nected to the matns via plug KI.
Inputs RBI and RB2 of ICI are held

high via pull-up resistors R, and R2
when both 5, and 52 are open.
The internal clock osctllator Is con-

trolled by crystal XI.
Diode D3 is a function indicator.
Both IC, and IC3 are powered bya

simple, regulated 5 V supply provided
by BI, IC2, and capacitors C,-C4.
The relay is energized by the unreg-

ulated 14 V at the -sve terminal of the
bridge rectifler. The relay contacts are
rated at 5 A. The constant-power rattng
of the relay is 1200 VA.

Program
The program stored in the PIe ensures
simple control of the switch. It starts
automatically when the switch ts COD-

nected to the mains and immediately
checks whether 82 is open or closed. Ir
thts swttch is open, RBI is high: the
proceesor is then in manual contro I
mode. In this mode, the switch is oper-
ated by presstng SI.
The 'teleswttch' acts as aremate

,--1--,"",----,
IC2
7805 SV)p-~~<>. c±l
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram 01 the telephone-controlled switch.
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Fig. 2. Printed-circuit board tor the telephone-controlled switch.

controlled unit when S2 is closed; the
state of SI is then immaterial.
When S2 is closed, input RB3 is

monitored to ascertain whether a valid
bell signal is received. A bell stgnal is
valid only if it consists of one call tone
only. Thus, the remote operator dials
the number of the telephone, lets it
ring -once only and then returns the
hand set to the cradle.
The program waits for seven sec-

onds after the call has been received. If
during that time no further bell signal
is detected, output RB7 is actuated,
whereupon D3 lights to indicate that
the first part of the input code has
been accepted. A second internal
counter then enables the caller to re-

/t

Fig. 3. Completed switch.

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS MARCH 1995

peat the call within 50 seconds.
Only if within this period the bell

rings once and not again within seven
seconds, the total code is accepted as
valid. Output RBO then changes state,
whereupon D3goes out to indicate that
the switch is in the standby mode.
Since many electronic telephone ex-

changes generate a short initial call
tone, the program is arranged to tgnore
this first ring if the second follows
within two second. This means that a
bell stgnal is not valid when the inter-
val between two rings is Ionger than
two and shorter than seven seconds.
The program is also interrupted when
the interval between two ririgs is longer
than 50 seconds.
When a bell signal has been judged

invalid, the switch immediately reverts
to its standby mode.
Note that manual operation can be

selected with S2 in either operatmg
mode.
If the switch is used to switch a

computer on, an acknowledgment from
the computer may be arranged via its
modem.
Without PC and modem, a control

acknowledgment may be arranged via a
(existing) telephone answering ma-
chine, which must be connected in
parallel with the equipment or device to
be swttched. In that case, tf, on a sec-
ond call, the answering machine comes
on line, it is certain that the equipment
or device has been swttched on.

Construction and installation
The 'teleswitch' should be built on the
printed-circuit board shown in Fig. 2.
The PIC and optoisolator are best fitted

TELEPHONE-CONTROLLED SWITCH liJ
in appropriate sockets to enable them
to be changed easily. It is advisable to
cut any terminals protruding from the
track side of the board as short as pos-
sible to prevent them ptercmg the insu-
lation of the connecting wires running
beneath the board. It is, actually, ad-
visable to separate the board from
these wires by a thin sheet of perspex
or other insulating material.
If possible, fit the board in an en-

closure already fitted with a mains
plug and socket. Connec KI to the plug
and K2to the socket.
Terminals a and b of the switch are

connected via a length of (two-wire)
telephone cable to the relevant pins of
an appropriate plug that fits in the
telephone socket. Since these sockets
vary from country to country, no fur-
ther information on them can be given.
Note by the way that in certain coun-
tries it may not be allowed to connect
the 'teleswitch' to the public telephone
network: seek advice from your local
telephone authority. There is, of
course, no objection to using it with a
private telephone system.

Parts list
Resistors:
RI, R2,Rt, R7 = 10 kQ
R3= 470 Q
Rs = 270 Q
~= 3.3 kQ

Capacitors:
CI = 470 pF, 25 V
C2, C3= 100 nF
C4 = 47 pF, 25 V (upnght)
C5, C6 = 33 pF
C7, Cs = 470 nF

Semiconductors:
DI = IN4148
D2 = zener, 4.7 V, 500 mW
D3 = LED
TI = BC547

Integrated circuits:
ICI = see rniscellaneous
IC2= 7805
IC3= CNY65

Miscellaneous:
KI, K2= two-terminal strtp, pitch
7.5mm

SI = press-to-make swttch
S2 = single-pole orr/off switch
BI = B80C 1500 rectifier
XI = crystal, 32.768 kHz
Rel = 12 V, 1200 VA,2-contact relay
Tri = Mains transformer, 9 V, 1.5 VA
secondary, e.g. Velleman 1090018
(Mapltn)

Enclosure to individual circumstances
(in UK:Maplin or Electromail)

Combination of PCB and programmed
PICOrder No. 950010-C

[950010)



ELECTRONIC FIREFLIES
The circuit described here
mimics the behaviour of a
firefly, but only if you build
more than one. Although it
may be a bit bold to speak of
group dynamics and
conditioned interaction, some
very interesting effects can be
observed in this cybernetic
modelling experiment based
on simple electronics.
Interested? Then read on.

Design by H. Bonekamp

THE electronic firef1y betng an ex-
ample of an artificial animal, It ia,

strictly speaking. also a cybernetic
model with its own. charactertsttc, be-
haviour in the presence of members of
its species. Since these members corn-
municate via optical means, a group of
electronic fireflies really is an opto-cy-
bemetic model in which interactive be-
haviour may be observed.
Ftreflies are beetles emitting phos-

phorescent light. If you have ever seen
the beautiful light patterns produced
bya swarm of fireflies. the effect is not
unlike synchronous oscillation. In
some people, the effect induces deep
thoughts, while others are hypnotized,
or. in any case, touched by such a
wonder of nature.

From biology to
electronics
Ta be able to nurrite positive phototac-
tic behavtour of a ftrefly you first of alI
need a small, oscillator-controlled,
flashing light which is clearly visible in
tbe dark. Furthermore, some means
has to be provided to control the flash
rate (in other words, the oscillator fre-
quencyl, and an optical output signal
to be able to control a second oscilla-
tor.
The ctrcutt diagram in Fig. 1 shows

that the above requirements are easily
realized with practical electronics. The
heart of the circuit is the familiar and
inexpensive 555 timer. The opticaJ
sensors and emitters of the model are

realized by a set of infrared LEDs and
phototransrstors.
The 555 ts wired as an astable mul-

tivibrator. The prmctple is both simple
and effecttve. In the conftguraüon used
here, the 555 acts like a swttch whtch
closes when the d.c. voltage at the
threshold input (pin 6) rises above
two-thtrd s of the supply voltage, and
opens again when it drops below one-
third of the supply voltage. The thresh-
old Input ts connected to a capacttor.
C2, whtch is charged via PI-RI-14 as
lang as the 'swttch' formed by the 555
is open. Any time the capacttor voltage
rises above the above mentioned
threshold level, the capacitor ts dts-
charged via pin 7 of the 555, and the Q
output (pin 3) drops low. This ts used
to switch on a LED, D I. Sinee the
chargtng and dtschargtng of C2 is re-
peated conunucusly. LED DI flashes
at a certatn rhythm, and so forms the
'light' of the firefly. The flash rate is de-
termined by P" R, and C2, and works
out at about I Hz. The ratio (Pj+Rd/R.,
detennines the mark/space ratio,
(duty factar) of the LED control signal.
So far, the eireuit looks like an ordi-

nary Dashing LED. The specialty, how-
ever, is the addition of T1-T4 and
DTD5. The latter are infrared emitting
diodes (IREDs)which produce the optt-
cal transmitling stgnal of the firefly.
The series-connected IREDs are simply
connected in parallel with D i. and emit
infrared pulses in the same rhytlun as
tbe ordinary, visible light LED. The
aim is, of course, that the IR pulses

are picked up by anather firefly, via
tranststor Tl, T2, T3 or T4. When these
phototransistors detect infrared light,
they start to conduct, causing the volt-
age across RB to drop. This voltage is
used to assist in the chargtng of C2, via
diode D6• causing the capacitor to be
charged a little faster than normal.
The result ts a brief phase shift of the
flashing signal. causing the next flash
to oceur a little later than normal.
Stnce the voltage across C2 never

drops below one third of the supply
voltage. diode D6 will not start to con-
duct until the voltage at the emitter of
one of the phototranststors has rtsen
to that level plus the diode's forward
drop. The value of R5 therefore deter-
mines the sensitivity of the phototran-
sistors. Because the current through
the lREDs is limited by the battery ca-
pacity, the distance between the
lREDs on one firefly the phototransts-
tors on another should not be more
than a few centimetres. As soon as two
of these 'creaturee' are placed within a
small distance of each other, each of
them will pick up the infrared light
emitted by the other. Provided their
flash frequencies are equal, their light
pulses will coincide after a while.

Printed circuit boards
The artwork of the printed circuit
board destgned for the electronic firefly
is shown in Fig. 2. Building up should
not present problems as there are no
special components or construction
methods to grapple with. Unfortu-
nately the printed circuit board is not
available ready-made trough our
Readers Services, so you have to rnake
it yourself.
Smce each side of the board has one

IRED and one phototransistor, the
firelly is capable of looking for other
members of tte species in four dtrec-
tions. Obviously, it makes no sense to
build one firefly only. The fun starts at
four or so of these ltttle beasts.
All fireflies have to be adjusted for

the same flash frequency. Fortunately,
that can be achieved wtthout special
test Instruments. However, to prevent
the behaviour of the ctrcutt being in-
fluenced, the adjustment should be
made at the lowest possible ambient
light intensity. The followtng order is
recommended.

1. On one of the fireflies, turn preset
PI to the centre of its travel, and use
this board as the reference.

2. Count the number of flashes in one
minute.
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ELECTRONIC FlREFLIES
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the electronic firefly. This little beast has optical senses.

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R, = lMQ
R2 = 3kQ3
R3 = 390Q
R4 = 10kQ
R5 = 22kQ
P, = 500kQ preset H

Capacitors:
C, = 10nF
C2 = l~F MKT
C3 = 100~F 16V radial
C4 = 100nF

Semiconductors:
0, = LEO (green) low current
O2-05 = SFH409 (Siemens)
06 = lN4148
T,-T4 = SFH309F (Siemens)
IC, = TLC555

Miscellaneous:
9-V PP3 battery + clip.
PCS not available ready-made through
the Readers Services.

3. Put the reference board away ('out
of stght' of the others), and fetch the
second board.

4. On this board also, set PI to the
centre of its travel. Next, count the
number of flashes in one minute.

5. If the number of flashes is greater
than that produced by the reference
board, turn PI anti-clockwise. If the

number of flashes is smaller, turn
PI clockwise.

6. Count the number of flashes per
minute agam, and adjust PI until
the frequency is less than or equal
to two pulses with respect to the ref-
erence. This adjustment is suffi-
ciently ac cu rate for the present
purpose.

The other boards are adjusted in the
same way. Although this may seem te-
dious and ttme-consumtng, in practice
the correct setting of PI is rapidly
found.
Next, you can start thinking about a

practical and attractive enclosure for
the fireflies. Almost anything may be
used, provided the view of the photo-
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Fig. 2. The peB design allows the firefly to communicate with other members of its species via all four sides of the board.



GENERAL INTEREST

Fig. 3. The fun starts when you bulld a number of 1ireflies.

transistors and IREDs is not blocked.
As iIlustrated by the introductory pho-
tograph, the prototypes were not
mounted in ca ses at a11.Each board
was fitted on an alurntruum base plate
with the aid of four PCB spacers. The
base plate serves to hold the 9-V bat-
tery, which is held in place by a plastic
cable tie. This leaves the ftrefltes en-
tirely mobile.

Experiments
When a11boards are adjusted as de-
scribed earlter. it ts time to do some
expertmenttng to see If synchronaus
light effeets actually occur. A good im-
pressten of the typtcal behavtour of the
circuit, and the optimum distance. IS
obtained by starting with two ftrellies.
A1though It is not necessary to do the
experiment in absolute darkness, arn-
bient light should be kept to a mini-
mum.
Switch on two ftrellies, and place

them at a distance of about 10 cm. In
the rare case of the two already flash-
ing in unison, keep them out of each
others sight for a couple of minutes,
and then slowly move them towards
each other, ensuring that the optlcal
parts on the boards ean see eaeh
other. Carefully watch the flashing of
the two firellies. At a eertain Instant.
you will note a steady synehronization
between the two flashers.
After moving the ftrefltes Mound on

the table for a while, it will be noticed
that the distanee for the quiekest syn-

ehronization is about three centtrne-
tres. When the distance is srnal1er, the
LEOs will rematn on all the time.
Next, put a third ftrefly on the table-

top. Notiee that the synchronization of
the first two may be disrupted by the
third if tt is slowly moved into their
sight. Here, too, the llashing changes
to steady 'on' if the distanee between
the ftrefltes beeomes tao small.
Introdueing a fourth member into

the group allows a square configura-
tion to be made, whtch eauses a Ioop
in which a kind of positive feedback ef-
feet oecurs. Here, the distance be-
tween the ftrefltes becomes even more
critical than wtth three rnernbers.
In the 'square' arrangement, it is

best to start wtth a distance of about
4 cm between the boards. Next. move
them closer a millimetre at a time. If
the LEDs light continuously after a
while, the distance has to be increased
agam. If the LEDs do not start to flash
again, the 'lock u p' situation can be
cancelled by inserting a piece of card-
board between two firefltes, which in-
terrupts their optical link. If the
lock-up effect oceurs again after a
while, the distance has to be increased
a Iittle agarn. and the trtck with the
cardboard is repeated. With a little pa-
tience. quite tnteresung synchrornza-
tion patterns may be obtained wtth
four firellies. Ouring some experiments
with prototypes, it appeared tbat heat
(IR) radiation cmanating from persons
elose by the fireflies sometimes had an
effect on a synchronization pattern.

FIREFLIES

A firefly is not a fly, but a kind of
beetle wh ich is so named because of
its ability to emit phosphorescent
light. Both males and females have a
unique light emitting organ at the
rear end of their body. This organ
consists of different layers of which
the inner one functions as a reflector.
The actual production of visible light
is caused by a chemical reaction of
two substances wh ich are made by
the insects themselves. The reaction
is started by stimuli from the
nervous system.
In general, it is assumed that the
light serves to attract members of
the opposite sex. The females Iwho
can not fly) usually attach
themselves to the top of grass
blades, and turn the rear end of their
body towards males flying over
them. They res pond to light signals
emitted by an attractive male by
boosting their own light intensity. To
be able to detect these signals
emitted by the females, the males
have large hemispheric shaped eyes.

Finally

Ta complete the story. a few figures.
The flash rate ts set to about I Hz. The
current consumption of the circuit is
about 14 mA, of wh ich 2 mA goes to
D" and 10 mA to the four IREDs.
If you want to mcrease the range of

these creatures, consider increasing
the current through the IREOs. This is
best done by lowertng the value of R3.
Note, however, that the minimum
value ts about 56 Q. At thts value, the
lREDs pass a current of about
100 mA, which will considerably
shorten tbe battery Iife.

(940112)
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MOCK CAR ALARM
Although it has no detector or
alarm actuation device of any
kind, the present circuit may
still function as a deterrent
against car thieves. Actually, a
vigilantly flashing LED in your
car simulates an armed car
alarm which is not there at all.

Design by L. Lemmens

INthis day and age any car owner
should be painfully aware that his or
her trusted vehicle can be broken into
or stolen at almost any time and place.
Car burglary and car theft is such a
massive problern that It seems to grow
beyond the capacity of the police. Not
surprtstngly. certain cars have to be
fitted with an approved alarm system
befare they can be insured at all. In
the car shops. too, shelves are loaded
wtth antt-theft radtos. wheel locks.
gear lever locks and a wide range of
electronic car alarms.
Most locks and cJamps are brtghtly

coloured. while the alarm systems
usually come with a flashing LED. and
a set of brtght stickers for fitting on the
car windows. warning potential thieves
that the car is fitted with an alarm.
However, since there ts Da way of
telltng whether or not an alarm is ac-
tually fitted Of not, it is also possible to
mount j ust a flashing LED. which
hopefully acts as a deterrent.

A,eomparator
In prtnctple. such a mock car alarm
consists of only two parts: a flashing
LED and aseries reststor of about
150 n. Most of you will know perfectly
well how to connect and install such a

+ 12V

c,

"j,'o~
~5V

950028~11

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the mock car
alarm. No need to switch the flashing LED on
and off any time you enter or leave the car,
that is done automatically for you by a com-
parator wh ich monitors the car battery vott-
age.

mock indicator. The disadvantage of
this super-simple scluticn is that the
LED will flash all the time. and that
can be dangerous while you drive the
car because it has a dtstracttng effect.
Obviously. it is posstble to add a
switch to turn the LED on and off but
that is cumbersome. Ideally. the LED
should be on only when the car is
parked, and off when tt rs driven. How
that can be aehieved wtthcu t tamper-
ing with the car's electrieal wiring sys-
tem is diseussed below.
The switching on and off of the

flashing LED is controlled by an accu-
rate eomparator whtch measures the
car battery voltage. When the engtne is
runntng. this voltage will be of the
order of 14 V. When the engtne is
switched off, the battery voltage drops
to a value between 12 V and 12.5 V.
With the comparator's threshold level
set to a valuejust under 13 V. the LED
is switched off automatically when the
engtne is started, and on, when the en-
gine is switched off.
With reference to the circutt dia-

gram in Fig. 1, opamp ICI is wired as a
comparator which compares the two
voltages applied to its inputs. The
comparator output is high (and the
LED is switched on) when the voltage
at the +input is higher than that at the
-input. The voltage at the +input is
fixed at +4.2 V with the aid of zen er
diode D1 and resistor RI• These parts

make the reference level is indepen-
dent of the car battery voltage. The
-input of IC} ts tied to the junction of
an adjustable voltage divider. The volt-
age at this junctton vartes along with
the battery voltage. and may be set to
a value between 3.8 V and 4.4 V when
the battery voltage is 12 V. and be-
tween 4.5 V and 5.1 V when it is about
14 V.
Preset P1 is used to adjust the volt-

age at the -input to a level just under
the reference of 4.2 V, when the engtne
is swttched off. The LED then starts to
flash. but tt will go out the instant the
engtue runs, because then the -mput
of the comparator rises above the
threshold of 4.2 V. and the comparator
output drops from high to low.

Construction
A prmted circuit board Is really not
needed fOT such a simple projeet with
so few parts. The circutt ts easily butlt
on a piece of veroboard or stripboard,
or, even simpler, as a 'flytng wtre' con-
structton. The latter option may be the
smartest because it allows the shape
to be matched to the enclosure used.
For this, a plug for the cigarette Ilghter
socket in the dashboard is suitable.
The flashing LED then protrudes from
the cable opening in the plug.
Although the plug is a convenient and
low-cost solution. it Is rather consptc-
uous as a mock alarm, and will aJmost
certainly fatl to deter experienccd car
thieves. If you want to make the warn-
tng device look as authentie as possi-
biet it may be better to fit it in a srnall
box, or in the dashboard.
Finally. Fig. 2 shows a prototype.

while the other photograph on this
page illustrates how the project may be
finished neaUy. (950028)

Fig.2. A simple circuit like this is easily buHt
on a amall piece of stripboard.
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